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CITY G O V E R N M E N T , 1891-92.

MAYOR,

JOHN W. CHASE.
CITY CLERK,

FRANK E. SOUTHARD.

BOAED OF ALDERMEN.
W. BROOKS, President.
Ward 1—GEORGE W. VICKERY.
ALBERT

E. SOUTHARD, Clerk.
Ward 4—A. A. NICHOLS.
FRANK

2—F. W. MATHEWS.

5—ALBERT W. BROOKS.

3—F. L. HERSEY.

6—W.

E. BARROWS.

Ward 7—W. B. HUNT.

COMMON COUNCIL.
CHARLES

H. BLAISDELL, President.

CHARLES

R. HALL, Clerk.

Ward 1—L. C. Cornish,
Ward 4—William Stone,
C. H. Cunningham.
Chas. F. Fletcher.
Ward 2—Charles H. Blaisdell,
Ward 5—Lendall Titcomb,
W. H. Davis.
Levi Whitcomb.
Ward 3—Daniel Noyes,
Ward 6-Alden N. Clark.
David P. LeClair.
E. F. Coombs.
Ward 7—Osgood Crawford.
A. P. Wood.

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts—Aldermen Brooks and Hersey; Gonncilmen Cornish, Davis
and LeClair.
Highways—Aldermen Vickery and Barrows; Councilmen Davis, Titcomb
and Noyes.

Finance—Aldermen
and Cornish.

Brooks and Vickery; Councilmen Titcomb, Fletcher

Schools—Aldermen
and Whitcomb.

Vickery and H u n t ; Councilmen Cornish. LeClair

Police— Aldermen Mathews and Nichols; Councilmen Clark, Coombs
and Stone.
Fire Department—Aldermen Mathews and Hersey; Councilmen Cunningham, Cornish and Crawford.
Street Lights—Aldermen
Cunningham and Davis.

Hersey and Nichols; Councilmen Crawford,

Bells and Clocks—Aldermen
Coombs and Wood.

Hunt and Mathews; Councilmen LeClair,

Burying Grounds—Aldermen
Coombs, Whitcomb and Clark.
New Streets—Aldermen
and Cunningham.

Nichols

and

Barrows;

Councilmen

Barrows and Vickery; Councilmen Stone, Noyes

Enrolled Ordinances—Aldermen
Stone and LeClair.

Hunt and Brooks; Councilmen Wood,

Drains and Sewers—Aldermen Hersey and Brooks; Councilmen Fletcher,
Crawford and Davis.
Printing—Aldermen
Titcomb and Clark.

Barrows and Mathews; Councilmen Whitcomb,

City Buildings—Aldermen
and Fletcher.
State Pensions—Aldermen

Nichols and H u n t ; Councilmen Noyes, Wood
Nichols and Barrows.

CITY OFFICERS.
Treasurer and Collector—Charles N. Hamlen.
City Marshal—Henry T. Morse.
Deputy City Marshal—James S. McKenney.
Street Commissioner, Western District—R. W. Dutton.
Street Commissioner, Eastern District—A. P . Sabin.
City Physician—Geo. H. Brickett.
City Solicitor—A. M. Goddard.
City Auditor—Samuel W. Lane.
Chief Engineer Fire Department—Henry T. Morse.
Asst. Engineer,
'•
—John O. Weston.
Overseers of Poor—W. B. Leighton, J . J . Maher, A. B. Folsom.
Assessors—J. H. Wall, Orin Williamson, W. H. Reid.
City Engineer—Rodney B. Capen.
Superintending School Committee—George E. Weeks, Winfield S. Choate,
J . Q. Webster—George E. Weeks, Chairman; .J. O. Webster. Secretary.

Committee „n City High School—Joseph H. Manley, Charles E . Nash.
Health Officer—Robert J . Martin, M. D.
Pound Keeper—G. A. Robertson.
Superintendent of Burials—Reuel W. Carleton.
Regular Police—Deputy Marshal, J . S. McKenney; Night Watch, H. M.
Breen, A. D. Remick, C. L. Davis; Day and Night, Warren Bruce.
Special Police—W. H. Allen, Alex. McCausland, F . A. Brann, C. W.
Ricker, H. W. Judkins, W. A. Williams, H. G. Ward, E . H. Avery, B. M.
( ross Parehal Brann. John E. Parker. Danforth Davis, D. Frank Moore,
S. C C. Ward.
Special Police for Public Places—State House, J. M. Libby; Court House,
Ethel H. J o n e s ; Meonian Hall, Ziba Keene; G. A. R. Hall, W. A. Swan
Hospital, H. r. Cony, W. L. Sampson.
Special Police for the Electric Railroad—W. F. Spear, C. M. Guild, F . M
McCurdy.

CITY'S FINANCES.

Gentlemen of the City Council: About to surrender the trust
conferred by the people a year ago, I deem it proper to give an account of my stewardship. Fully believing it to be the duty of the
retiring executive, rather than the incoming Mayor, to advise the city
council of the financial condition and needs of the city, I venture to
submit this communication in the hope that it will be found of sufficient interest to be followed by a like practice on the part of my
successors.
FINANCIAL.

The key to success or failure in all business transactions is financial management. The income must in all cases exceed the expenditures, or failure is sure to follow sooner or later. If we must take
an account of stock to determine whether we have made a gain or
loss, we may be sure the gain or loss will vary as we overvalue or
undervalue our stock ; if on the other hand we make a gain, regardless of the value of our stock, we are sure of that gain plus what
our stock will realize. The city's stock is represented by its taxes
assessed. In figuring our debt or liabilities, the only safe method
is to place the debt at par and make a liberal discount on the value
of uncollected taxes, or leave them out altogether.
EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the expenditures of the past
year—March 1, 1890, to March 1, 1891, including all payments of
bills which accrued prior to March 1, 1890. The statement includes
all bills contracted during the past year which have come to my
knowledge, whether paid or outstanding. The amount of bills that
have not been paid are stated under the head of Liabilities, as
"Mayor's warrants outstanding." I have endeavored in the statement to show the actual financial condition of the city:
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
ABATEMENTS.

Taxes of 1890 abated
Balance undrawn to city debt

DR.

CR.

$570 88
629 12
$1,200 00

Appropriation assessed

$1,200 00
CEMETERIES.

Amount expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

134 07
245 93
$380 00

Received for sales of lots
CITY OFFICERS—Salaries

$380 00
for 1890-91.

Assessors, each $250
Auditor
Bell Ringer
Clerk Common Council
City Clerk
City Marshal
•City Physician
City Solicitor
Fire Department, Chief Engineer
"
Asst.
"
Health Officer
Judge of Municipal Court
Keeper of City Clock
Mayor
Overseers of Poor, Chairman
"
two members, each $50
School Committee, three, each $100
Street Commissioner, Eastern District
Western
"
T a x Collector
$1,400 00
Treasurer
500 00
Truant Officer
Wardens and Ward Clerks, each $2 per day, Mch.
election, 1890
Do. Sept. election, 1890

$750
75
100
50
150
1,000
150
200
100
50
50
1,000
50
300
150
100
300
720
900

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1,900 00
150 00
28 00
28 00

Bal. unadjusted, salary 1889, the late Guy Turner,
C. N. Hamlen, Treasurer and Collector, 1889-90..

$8,301 00
2G8 37
125 00

Balance undrawn to city debt

$8,694 37
77 50
$8,771 87
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Appropriation assessed
By transfer from miscellaneous

$8,378 50
393 37

$8,771 87

COMMON SCHOOLS.

Expended
Apportionment
Proceeds, sale Jewett school house
Overdrawn

$3,862 58
$3,658 06
20 25
184 27
$3,862 58

CONTINGENT.

Expended
Appropriation assessed
Augusta Water Company, land rent
Costs non-resident taxes advertised
Costs non-resident tax deeds
Overdrawn to city debt

$2,226 53
2,000 00
10 00
10 74
6 99
198 80

$2,226 53
CONY H I G H SCHOOL.

Expended
Balance undrawn

$4,807 07
2 93
$4,810 00

Appropriation assessed
Keceived from State
k
u
*
tuition

4,500 00
250 00
60 00
$4,810 00

County Tax, paid
Appropriated and assessed

5,547 97
5,547 97

DEFICIENCY—Bills contracted prior to March 1, 1890.
Contingent
Fire Department
Highways. Eastern District
wt
"
Western
Interest, (amount overdrawn)
Police
Printing
Snow Bills, Eastern District
"
Western "

20
7
47
245
156
4
33
91
US

54
54
59
17
36
75
25
77
00

Balance undrawn to city deb't

724 97
275 03
$1,000 00

Appropriation assessed

$1,000 00
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.
DISCOUNTS.

Discounts on taxes of 1890
Appropriation assessed
Overdrawn to city debt

g.5 945 ~g
§5,800 00
' 146 78
85.946 78
F I R E DEPARTMENT.

Pay roll of Fire companies
E x t r a pay roll, Granite Hall
New hose
Engineer of steamer Cushnoc
Coal and wood
Gas
Land rent
Repairing buildings
•'
steamer
Miscellaneous

§950 10
80 00
391 50
58 34
57 88
30 25
28 50
79 70
18 03
345 16

fire

S2,04S 52
Appropriation assessed
Overdrawn to city debt

2,000 00
48 52
§2.048 52

HIGHWAYS, EASTERN DISTRICT.

Expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

2,923 51
76 4*. 1
83,000 00

Appropriated and assessed

83,000 00

HIGHWAYS, WESTERN DISTRICT.

Expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

3.907 35
141 59
84,048 1)4

Appropriate! and assessed
Augusta Water Co
Granite National Bank
Kennebec Light and Heat Co

4,000
41
6
1
84.048

00
39
05
50
94

HIGHWAYS, SPECIAL APPROPRIATION.

Bangor street, grading and widening
Bond Brook bridge
Gage street repairs
Green street sidewalk
Surveys and Protile plans of roads
Wheel scrapers
Transferred to sewer account
Balance undrawn to city debt
Appropriated and assessed

383 90
i S4 41)
m 45
19 49
OS 50
SO 00
847 89
500 00
1352 11
82,000 00

82,000 00

FINANCIAL
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STATEMENT.

HYDRANTS.

Hydrant rent and water service
Repairing stand pipe on Bangor street

$2,5S2 00
8 00
2,590 00
110 00

Balance undrawn to city debt

$2,700 00
Appropriated and assessed

.$2,700 00

INTEREST.

Paid six per cent, coupons due Jan. 1, 1890
four per cent, coupons due Aug. 15, 1888...
11
"
Feb. 15, 1889...
Aug. 15, 1889...
l
Feb. 15, 1890...
Six per cent, coupons due July 1, 1890
Jan. 1, 1891
Four per cent, coupons due Aug. 15, 1890
il
"
Feb. 15, 1891
Five per cent, coupons due Aug. 15, 1S90
"
Feb. 15, 1890
Four per cent, coupons due J a n . 1, 1891
Interest on city notes, temporary loans

#495
10
10
90
1,440

00
00
00
00
00

82,045 00
2,406 00
2,346 00
3,790 00
2,300 00
225 00
225 00
40 00
3,143 81
#16,520 81

Appropriated and assessed
u
interest on taxe> and tax deeds
Balance to deficiency

15,S80 00
4S4 45
156 36
#16,520 81

KENNEBEC

BRIDGE.

Paid balance cosi of bridge
Balance

$19,228 2b
13 10
#19,241 38

Balance from 1SS9
Augusta Water Co.. expense of police refuuded..
Bangs Brother-, old lumber
W. A. Blackman, "
Freeman Barker,
"
Chas. Doughty, old iron
T. Fuller & Son, old windows
Gannett & Morse, old lumber
Fred Hamlen, old lumber
Kennebec Light & Heat Co., expense of police,
refunded
Samuel W.. Lane, old lumber
Chas. H. White,
"

19,063
10
52
4
2
8
3
11
12

77
00
00
33
79
46
75
57
00

3S 00
9 87
819,241
24 38
84

H

CITY OF AUGUSTA.
LIGHTING

STREETS.

Kennebec Light & Heat Co
Balance undrawn to city debt

5,342 94
57 06
$5,400 00

Appropriated and assessed

$5,400 00

LlTHGOW LlARARY.

Interest on trust funds
Appropriated and assessed

$1,000 00
$1,000 00

MEMORIAL DAY.

Seth Williams Post, No. 13, G. A. R
Appropriated and assessed
NEW

$150 00
$150 00

STREETS.

Howard street extension
Heirs of W. A. Brooks, land damages
ll
"
Samuel Cony,
Mary Rabbit and C. E. Murphy, land d a m a g e s . . .
J . H. Williams, land damages

312
50
100
25
1

50
00
00
00
00

Balance undrawn to city debt

488 50
I l l 50
$600 00

Appropriated and assessed
PARK,

$600 00
(MONUMENT.)

Expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

55 60
19 40
•375 00

Appropriated and assessed

$75 00
PAVING.

East end Kennebec bridge and sewer: 507 3-9
square yards paving; 2551., feet granite curbing ; 78 feet 20 inch, and 75 feet 15 inch sewer
pipe, 4, 15 by 4 Ts, 3 ten inch quarter bends,
catch basin, excavating and grading, cement,
etc
West end Kennebec Bridge: 209 4-9 square yards
block paving; 70 square yards cobble paving,
43 feet new curbing, and setting 166 feet curbing ; excavating and grading

1,663 63

336 42
2,000 05

FINANCIAL
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STATEMENT.

South end Water street: 462 square yards paving;
250 1-6 feet curbing; excavating, etc

789 13
2,789 18

Appropriated and assessed
Transferred from stone crusher, appropriation...
Augusta, Hallowell & Gardiner R. R. Co
Overdrawn to city debt

2,000 00
748 18
40 95
05
$2,789 18

P E R M A N E N T IMPROVEMENTS.

Expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

267 78
232 22
$500 00

Appropriated and assessed

$500 00

PENSIONS.

Amount paid
Received from the State

1,956 00
1,956 00
POLICE.

Coal for police station
Lights for
•'
Rent of
•'
Regular officers' salaries
Special
"
Miscellaneous bills

48
47
150
3,533
94
34

74
43
00
00
50
46

Balance undrawn to city debt

3,908 13
141 87
$4,050 00

Appropriation assessed

$4,050 00
PRINTING.

Expended
Balance undrawn to city debt

479 40
20 60
$500 00

Appropriated and assessed

$500 00

R E D U C T I O N OF CITY D E B T .

Paid city six per cent, bonds of 1875, due July 1,
1890, Nos. 83, 162, 163, 213, 214, 215 and 216...
Six per cent, bond No. 84, due J u l y 1, 1889
Four per cent, bonds of 1875, due Feb. 15, 1891,
Nos. 11, 12 and 13
,

1,500 00
500 00
2,500 00
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.

City notes

4,000 00

Balance undrawn

8.500 00
1,500 00
§10,000 00

Appropriated and assessed
Note—The undrawn balance was held to pay four
per cent, bond No. 10, due Feb. 15, 1891
Six per cent, bond No. 82, due July 1, 1890
which have not been presented for payment,
hence the balance remains undrawn.

$10,000 00
1,000 00
500 00

SAINT M A R K ' S H O M E .

Interest on §7,000 trust funds, one year
"
3,000
"
six months

350 00
75 00
8425 00

Appropriated and assessed
Overdrawn to city debt

350 00
75 00

•

$425 00
SANFORD LEGACY.
Interest one year on $1,500, trust funds, payable
in 1890, to city of Auousta, transferred to " T e x t
Books,"
Appropriated and assessed

90 00
$90 00

SCHOOLS.

Apportionment, Common schools
"
Village District
"
Williams District

3,658 06
6,478 75
1,956 40
812,093 21

Appropriated and assessed
Received from the State

6,932 80
5,160 41
812,093 21

SCHOOL

BUILDINGS.

Expended, Jewett school house and lot
Appropriated and assessed

8867 20
8867 20

SEWERS.

Expended for sewers and sewer pipe
Balance undrawn to city debt

3 081 16
'lOi 41
83.182 57

Appropriated and assessed
Transferred from "Highways Special,'*
Ca^h for sewer pipe sold

2 550 00
'sOO 00
32 57
83,182 57

FINANCIAL
SNOW
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STATEMENT.
BILLS.

Eastern District, expended from March 1, 1890,
to March 1, 1891
Western District, expended from March 1, 1890,
to March 1, 1891

2,497 42

Balance undrawn to city debt

4.063 22
473 15

1,565 80

4,536 37
Appropriated and assessed
"
fractional overlay on t a x e s . .

3,000 00
1,536 37
81,536 37

STATE T A X .

Paid state tax in full
Appropriated and assessed

11,647 79
811,647 79

STONE C R U S H E R .

Transferred to paving south end of Water street,
Balance undrawn to city debt

74S 18
751 82
$1,500 00

Appropriated and assessed
SUPPORT OF

81,500 00
POOR.

Amount expended, miscellaneous bills
Insane Hospital, support of insane
Industrial school for girls
Outstanding bill< of 1889, covered by cash refunded by cities and towns
State Reform School

6,28S 28
1,520 74
5S 50
226 14
63 29
8.156 95
130 57

Balance undrawn to city debt

8,287 52
Appropriated and assessed

7,000 00

Cash refunded by cities, towns and individuals:
City of Bangor
k
'
Belfast
"
Hallowell
Rockland
Support of Insane
Town of Belgrade
"
Deer Isle
11
Kennebunk
kt
Lincoln

$42
36
18
14
86
16
26
34
45

38
62
00
50
39
75
09
71
75
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.

Town of Livermore
"
Medway
Mercer
Mt. Vernon
New Vineyard
"
Oakland
Old Town
Pittsfield
''
Presque Isle
"
Union
"
Vassalboro
Washington
"
Whitetield
"
Winthrop

• •..

§5 00
107 40
103 76
12 75
2 00
93 85
30 00
6 72
217 56
11 70
87 10
194 30
3 00
91 19

1,287 52
$8,287 52

T E X T BOOKS.

Expended
Appropriated and assessed
Sanford legacy,
"
Supplementary taxes assessed
Overdrawn to city debt

$773 02
410
90
214
58

00
00
11
91

$773 02
V I L L A G E SCHOOL D I S T R I C T .

Paid bills approved by Directors
Discounts on taxes of 1800
Abatements of.taxes

23,043 15
340 35
495 52

Balance

23,879 02
2,012 56
825,891 58

Balance March 1, 1890
Apportionment of school funds
Village District assessment for 1890
Tuition
Cash, building account

3,214 95
6,478 75
7,098 60
8 00
9,091 28

25,891 58
W I L L I A M S SCHOOL D I S T R I C T .

Paid bills approved by Directors
Abatements of taxes

5,243 53
56 42

Balance March 1, 1S91

5,299 95
4.775 74
10,075 69

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
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Balance March 1, 1890
Apportionment for 1890
Williams District, assessment for 1890
Cash, building account

$ 1,530
1,956
1,588
5,000

33
40
96
00

10,075 69
MISCELLANEOUS.

Appropriated to city officers
Balance

393 37
3.766 00
4.159 37

Augusta Water Co., for repairs paving
Joseph Archie
Green street sewer assessments
Weston street sewer
City Clerk for licenses
County of Kennebec fees
State of Maine, railroad and telegraph tax

21
13
143
10
140
634
3,196

00
00
50
00
50
84
53

4.159 37
TREASURY BALANCE, M A R C H ,

Paid outstanding warrants and roll of accounts
of 1888-9
Directors Village District by the late Treasurer
Turner

1890.

2,959 47
500 00
3,459 47
5,104 22

Balance

8,563 69
Cash in treasury, balance March 1. 1890: account
Treasurer Hamlen
Account the late Treasurer Turner

3,345 42
5,21S 27
$8,563 69

STATEMENT O F U N D R A W N AND O V E R D R A W N
TIONS,

BALANCE O F A P P R O P R I A -

1S90.

Balance
Balance
Undrawn. Overdrawn.

Abatements
Cemeteries
City Officers
Contingent
Deficiency
Discounts
Fire Department
Highways, Eastern District
'•
special.
Western District

629 12
245 93
77 50
198 80
275 03
146 78
48 52
76 49
652 11
14159
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.

Hydrants
Lighting streets
New streets
Park
Paving
Permanent improvements
Police
Printing
Reduction of city debt
Saint Mark's Home
Sewers
Snow hills
Stone crusher
Support of poor
Text books
Miscellaneous receipts

• •

«110 00
57 06
I l l 50
19 40
05
232 22
14187
20 60
1,500 00
75 00
101
473
751
130

41
15
82
57
58 91

3.766 00

Undrawn less overdrawn

$9,513 37
528 06

Net undravn to city debt

88,085 31

.$528 06

ACCOUNT OF SCHOOLS.
Undrawn.

Common schools
Cony High School
Village School District
Williams School District

2 93
2,012 56
4,775 74

Less overdrawn

6,791 23
1S4 27

Net balance due schools

Overdrawn.

184 27

184 27

§6,606 96

T A X E S 1890—APPROPRIATED AND ASSESSED.
DR.

Abatements
Contingent
City officers
Cony High School
County tax
Deficiency
Discounts
Fire Department
Highways, Eastern District
"
special
'*
Western District

§1,200 00
2,000 00
8,378 50
4,500 00
5,547 97
1,000 00
5 800 00
2,000 00
- 3,000 00
2,000 00
4.000 00

CR.

FINANCIAL
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Hydrants
Interest
Lighting streets
Lithgow Library
Memorial Day
New streets
Park
Paving
Permanent improvements
Police
Printing
Reduction of city debt
Saint Mark's Home
Sanford legacy
School buildings
Schools
Sewers
Snow bills
State tax
Stone crusher
Support of Poor
Text books
Fractional overlay
Supplementary taxes

$2,700
15,880
5,400
1,000
150
600
75
2,000
500
4,050
500
10,000
350
90
867
6,932
2,650
3.000
11,647
1,500
7,000
410

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
20
80
00
00
79
00
00
00

$116,729 26
1,536 3/
214 11
$118,479 74

Amount collected taxes of 1890
abated
Balance uncollected

106,131 41
570 88
11,777 45
.$118,479 74

Valuation, 1S90, real estate
$3,599,120 00
11
personal estate
1,526,921 00
total
$5,126,041 00
Rate per cent., 2 1 % mills.
Polls, 2256; poll tax at $3.00; $6,768.
T A X E S UNCOLLECTED, M A R C H 1,

Of the year 1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
18S9

1890.

201 19
448 14
1,036 53
1,365 47
2.586 74
0,424 63
14,208 70
26,271 40
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CITY OF AUGUSTA.

Collected of the year 1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

$3
21
75
351
1,825
5,970

00
37
14
22
81
46

Non-resident tax deeds, taxes of 1889
Abated by order city council

8,247 00
257 17
2,494 61
$10,998 78

Bal. uncollected, March, 1891, of the year 1885...
"
1886...
"
"
»
1887...
"
"
"
1S88...
"
"
1889...

657
983
1,962
4,315
7.353
:

31
21
65
46
90
15,272 62
$26,271 40

TAXES—VILLAGE DISTRICT.

Bal. uncollected March, 1890, of the year 1883...
"
"
1S84...
"
•'
"
1S85...
"
"
"
1886...
"
18S7...
1888...
"
"
"
1889...

80
88
47
234
334
375
937

07
74
88
08
72
55
35

2 098 39
7,098 60

Assessment for the year 1890

9,196 99
Collected
Non-resident tax deeds
Abatements

6i553

58

7 42
495 52

Bal. uncollected March 1, 1891, of the year 1886..
"
1887..
1888..
"
*'
"
1889..
1890..

137
236
240
619
906

71
04
35
67
70
2,140 47
9.196 99

TAXES,

WILLIAMS DISTRICT.

Balance uncollected March 1, 1890
Assessment for 1890

418 36
1,588 96
$2,007 32

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
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Collected taxes of 1890
u
"
18S9 and previous years
Abatements, taxes of 1890
of 1S89 and previous years

1,297 97
12164
15 09
41 33

Balance uncollected taxes 1890
u
'•
previous years

1,476 03
275 90
255 39
$2,007 32

CITY T R E A S U R Y .

Cash bal. March, 1S90, acc't City Treas. Haiulen.
"
'•
"
Turner.

$;Vi4f> 42
5,218 27
$8,563 09

Cash Eeceipts:
City bonds refunded
Cemetery lots
Contingent
Cony High School
Highways, Western District
Interest
Kennebec Bridge
Loans
Miscellaneous
Xon-resident tax deeds
Paving
Pensions
Printing
Saint Mark's Home
Schools
Sewers
Support of Poor
Taxes, city
"
Village District
Williams District
Village District
Williams District

6,000 00
3S0 00
41 73
310 00
48 94
484 45
177 61
30,000 00
4,159 37
24 66
40 95
1,956 00
17 37
3,000 00
5,180 66
32 57
1,287 52
114 37S 41
6,553 5S
1419 61
9,099 28
5,000 Oil

$198,156 40
Mayor's warrants outstanding for the year 1890..
5,208 29
Warrants of 1888-89 outstanding
290 58
$203,655 27
y0te—The outstanding warrants of 1890 are included in the several accounts, and charged as
expenditures of 1890.
2
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Mayor's warrants drawn on the Treasury for 1890,
Mayor's warrants of 18SS-X9
Paid Directors Village District by the late Treasurer Turner

193,733 94
3,172 12
500 00
197,406 06
6,249 21

Balance cash in treasury

.$203,655 27
CITY

DEBT.

Debt bearing interest:
Six per cent, bonds of 1875
Four per cent, bonds of 1887
Five per cent, bonds of Feb. 15, 1890
Four per cent, bonds of June 25, 1890

80,500
188,000
9,000
6,000

00
00
00
00 $283,500 00

City note*

51,000 00
8334,500 00

Debt not bearing interest:
Bonds of 1875, due July 1, 1890
Bonds of 1887, due Feb. 15, 1891

500 00
1,000 00

'.

Total city debt

1,500 00
$336,000 00

MISCELLANEOUS

LIABILITIES.

Mayor's wan-ants outstanding
Interest past due on city notes
Coupons past due:
Past due since Jan. 1, 1890
39
Feb. 15, 1890
140
"
July 1, 1890
60
l
•
Aug. 15, 1890
40
"
Jan. 1, 1891
109
Feb. 15, 1891
1,530
Balance due school account
Outstanding bills not presented estimated

5,498 87
125 00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1,918 00
6,606 96
000 00

Total liabilities

14,748 83
$350,748 83

RESOURCES.

Cash in treasury
Due from State, rent of armory
account of State paupers
Credit on account Insane Hospital
Sewer pipe on hand, paid for
Unpaid balance Willow, Bangor and Patterson
streets, sewer assessment

Q 049 21
100 00
17139
57 90
7»I0 QO
295 00
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Uncollected Village District taxes
Williams
"
Uncollected city taxes
T
Tax deeds

2,140 47
531 29
27,050 07
2,316 92
$39,702 25
311,046 5S

Balance against the city

$350,748 83
TRUST F I N D S .

Sanford legacy
Saint Mark's Home
Lithgow Library

1 500 00
10,000 00
20,000 00
$31,500 00.

ASSESSMENT AND

COLLECTION

OF T A X E S .

The assessment and collection of taxes is becoming a problem re^
quiring serious consideration. The law authorizing the election of
assessors for three years was intended to be, and might be made of
great value to the city. The description of property has been so
defective that in a large number of cases the taxes assessed could
not be enforced, and the large amount of worthless tax deeds on
file, supplemented by " t a x e s applied to deeds" shows the utter failure to collect these taxes by reason of imperfect description. The
assessors should be required to note all cases where property is advertised for non-payment of taxes, and obtain a description from
the county records, then in the succeeding year, if the owner still
neglected to pay, the result would mean a sale that would be a sale
in fact, as well as in name.
The assessment for 1890, was $118,479.74. The collections up
to March 4th, were $105,761.21, and the abatements $570.8*, leaving uncollected,* $12,147.65. What are these taxes worth to the
city? Under the methods which have prevailed for years, past experience showrs that 42 1-8 per cent., or $5,117.14 will become
available the coming year; 28 2-5 per cent, of the remainder, or
$1,996.69 the next year; 13 2-5 per cent, of the remainder, or
$674.54 the n e x t ; 5 1-2 per cent, of the remainder the year following ; then 2 per cent., and finally 6-10 of one per cent., leaving the
balance abated or worthless. Thus by the end of the municipal
* NOTE.—The actualfigures,as shown by auditiDg the accounts, are $11,777.45, a difference of $370.20; but this sum will not materially affect the result.
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year of 1896, or March, 1897, we shall have realized $8,200, and
have lost $3,947.65. This is throwing away in abatements and
worthless taxes, $3,947.65, and considering interest on the money,
$4,000 is a low figure. As this process goes on it will be seen that
the actual cost of collecting, or rather of not collecting taxes will
average $4,000 per year. If the proposition was made to pay salaries or commissions amounting to $2,000 to complete the collections
within a year from the commitment, it would be hailed as preposterous and extravagant, and yet double that sum is wasted without an
enquiry. The system should be revised and reformed in the assessments, and sufficient force should be put on to collect, and collect
promptly. No taxes should be permitted to remain unpaid longer
than the machinery can be legally set in motion to enforce
payment.
I recommend that all taxes remaining unpaid April 1, 1«91, for
the year 1890, be printed in the city reports, and that thereafter
this be done annually. In my opinion this would be a great aid in
collecting b)T turning the public gaze upon those who evade their
part of the public burdens, and it would, to a certain extent, turn
the light on to the work of the assessors, and also disclose the efficiency or non-efficiency of the collector, by showing the kind and
quality of the taxes he suffers to remain unpaid. This would also
be in itself a thorough auditing of the collector's accounts, and a
safeguard against any defalcation by a collector, which might otherwise be covered under the cloak of uncollected taxes. This last
consideration in the experience of this city would be of no value,
but there are many towns and cities where it would have been wise
to have adopted some such safeguard.
Either the offices of Treasurer and Collector should be separated,
or the Treasurer and Collector should be required to appoint efficient
deputies, and enforce payment within the year. This may make
the cost look large in point of salaries or commissions, but it is better to pay fifty cents to collect a dollar than to lose the entire dollar.
CITY

ORDINANCES.

The printed copies of the city ordinances and reports remaining
on hand, were burned in the Granite Hall fire. The ordinances
should be revised the coming year. I t should be made the duty of
some officer to see that all ordinances passed during any year be
printed in the annual report for that year.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
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The ordinance requiring the mayor to keep accounts (sec. 4 of
chapter 14, city ordinances) should be amended or repealed.
Chapter 9, relating to the auditor, if executed, would cover all
necessities.
An ordinance regulating public carriages and requiring all owners or drivers to obtain a license, appears to be an urgent public
necessity.
The city engineer now receives a per diem rate of pay for the time
employed. The numerous calls for permits to enter sewers, define
street lines and grades, render it necessary that the city engineer
keep a record of this work and report the same to the city council.
All plans and data referring to this work should be accessible to
the city engineer, and no permit to enter a sewer should be granted
until reported on by the engineer to the mayor and aldermen. A
salary sufficient to cover the work of rendering an annual report and
compiling the data should be established.
SEWERS.

The extension of the sewers is the great work of the immediate
future ; liberal appropriations will be required for this purpose. It
should be systematically done as a part of an entire system, and not
in detached fragments. This subject demands serious consideration.
H Y D R A N T S AND W A T E R .

Hydrant No. 82 has been located on Maple street the past year,
near the new mill of Bangs Bros. The long distance required to
extend the main took the rental out of the contract with the Water
Co., and the price agreed upon to compensate for the additional
cost wab a rental and a half for this hydrant. The location of hydrant No, 4G, near the railroad crossing, renders the same practically useless much of the time. It should be located at some point
near by where it can be kept in condition for instant use. I was
assured that an iron pipe would be extended from the pumping station to above the clam, but the work has not been done. 1 am assured it will be done the coming season.
HIGHWAYS.

The methods of repairing highways in this city are most crude,
expensive and unsatisfactory. This work should be conducted under the direction of competent men with a view to as permanent
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work as can be obtained. Roads require to be kept up, as they wear
out little by little. The annual June repairs result in bad roads and
great cost. The streets most used should be first put in permanent
condition, beginning with such an outlay as the finances of the city
will permit, and steadily extending year by year.
The highways and sewers should be under the direct control of
the mayor, city engineer, and a third person to be named by the
mayor and aldermen. The street commissioners should be the
agents of this board, and held strictly to execute its orders. No
person or corporation should be allowed to take up paving or excavate the streets for any purpose without the consent of this board.
I recommend a contract with a competent civil engineer for the
thorough semi-annual inspection of Kennebec Bridge, and a report
to the mayor and aldermen. This will insure its proper examination without danger of its being overlooked.
POOR

DEPARTMENT.

This department has been admirably conducted during the past
two years, and I have not felt called upon to give it that personal
supervision which otherwise might have been required. The past
year has been one requiring vigilance on the part of the overseers,
and the accounts show that they have confined the expenditures
within the limit of the appropriation. I am assured that all bills
not rendered will be fully met by the amount now due from other
towns, and leave a considerable balance in favor of the department.
I had this same assurance a year ago, and am pleased to report that
the facts have justified the assurance. An extension and repairs of
the city farm buildings should receive the attention of the City
Council.
CITY

RECORDS.

An appropriation should be made for indexing the city clerk's
records, especially relating to the location of streets and sewers,
street lights, city ordinances, etc., or these matters should be collated in a separate volume devoted to such purposes.
T H E FINANCIAL

YEAR.

The financial year should be defined, and the appropriations
should be made to cover a fixed period of time. During the past
two years I have without authority, rendered an account for a finan-
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cial year, running from March 1, to March 1, that is, all bills contracted 'from March 1, 1889, to the inauguration of the city government of 1889, I assumed as expenditures of that year, and adopted
the same rule for the year 1890, this would place the expenditures
from March 1, 1891, to March 16th, among the expenses of the year
following, as these bills must necessarily be adjusted by my successor, and so on from year to year. The rule appears to me the
best possible, and enables the city officers to report as required by
the city charter before the third Monday in March.
All appropriations should lapse at the end of each financial year,
and any sum remaining unexpended should revert to the treasury
until re-appropriated. No other course can be safely adopted. It
will be seen that the undrawn balances are represented by uncollected taxes. I have shown that these taxes are not worth their
face. If, then, we take any account for instance, highways, special, the undrawn is stated at $652.11. If we carry this forward to
a new account and spend the amount next year, together with the
new appropriation, we are simply drawing upon cash which is not
to be realized entire for six years, and one-third of which is never
to be realized. Carrying this through all the departments, we
could show on paper that we were keeping within our appropriations, while in fact we were steadily running behind.
I found the hydrant rents and water rates had not been paid as
the contract required, but had been paid twice each year, June 1st,
and Dec. 1st; this leaves the rent due from Dec 1st. 1890. If this
method continues, each city government will pay one year's rental
and the amount due from Dec. 1, to March 1, should not be regarded as an outstanding bill to be covered by a deficiency. The
same rule applies to the support of insane and to the rent of the police station, which has been paid for one year, ending January 1,
1891. There are other cases of a like nature which it is unnecessary to enumerate.
I am pleased to acknowledge a general effort on the part of all
city officers to aid in keeping expenses as low as possible.
In conclusion, I have to express my appreciation of courtesies extended by the members of the city government and city officers.
We have differed in some matters, but our differences have been
such as might be expected, because men must differ in opinions, if
they have opinions, and in all cases I have found a willingness to
acknowledge and correct errors when pointed out. I extend to all
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my best wishes. I extend to the public my grateful appreciation
for the honor twice conferred, and I retire with the consciousness
of having given my best energies to the public service, however
lacking the results may be. I only hope our successors may be able
to amend where we have been in error, and to improve upon whatever we may have done that is commendable.
SAMUEL W. LANE.

MAYOR'S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the City Council:
My predecessor, in his valedictory, has presented the facts in regard to the condition and needs of the city so fully, that I deem it
only necessary to call your attention to a few matters which seem
especially important.
•Under the new State valuation, Augusta's valuation is $8,000,000. Our funded debt is $283,500 ; our temporary loan amounts
to So 1,000. We can fund the whole of our floating debt and be
within the limit prescribed by law, which is 5 per cent, of the valuation, or $-100,000. I would therefore recommend the funding of
such part of the temporary loans as cannot be easily paid this year.
Our sewerage is by no means perfect. To be effective, every
sewer should be a part of a complete system and laid with reference to a general plan. Several good sewers have been laid within
the past few years, but without reference to any general plan. A
good and thorough system of sewers should be inaugurated at once
and carried to completion as soon as practicable.
Our highways should be in such condition that it would be a
pleasure to drive over them. If we desire to hold and increase our
trade with the outlying country, we must offer the inducement of
good, easy roads. With this end in view you will be justified in
making liberal appropriations for highways, especially, if you see
to it that the money is expended judiciously and that the city
gets an equivalent for its outlay.
Suitable rooms for the transaction of the city business must be
obtained, and I would suggest that you appoint a committee with
power to act on the matter, at your first meeting.
In conclusion, make your appropriations large enough to cover
the purposes intended, and then insist that not only you yourselves,
but each officer in his respective department, shall keep within
them.
JOHN W. CHASE, Mayor.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of Augusta :
: I have the honor to submit the following statement of the receipts and disbursements of the Treasury from March
8, 1890, to March 14, 1891 :
GENTLEMEN

DR.

Cash balance in treasury, March 8,1890,
Cash receipts—collections :
For year 1884
1885
1886
1837
1888
1889
1890

$3,345 42
4
28
89
392
1,919
6,191
113,547

00
23
82
67
74
33
53
SI22,173
41
310
6,000
4,718
48
484
177
30,000

Contingent
Cony High School
City refunding bonds
Estate of Guy Turner
Highways, Western District
Interest
Kennebec Bridge
Loans

32
73
00
00
27
94
45
61
00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Permanent improvements
Licenses
Highways, Western District
City Officers
Paving
'•
State R. R. tax

153
140
21
634
13
3,196

50
50
00
84
00
53
4,159 37

TREASURER'S REPORT.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of

Augusta:

: I have the honor to submit the following statement of the receipts and disbursements of the Treasury from March
8, 1890, to March 14, 1891 :
GENTLEMEN

DR.

Cash balance in treasury, March 8, 1890,
Cash receipts—collections :
For year 1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890

$3,345 42
4
"28
89
392
1,919
6,191
113,547

00
23
82
67
74
33
53
$122,173
41
310
6,000
4,718
48
484
177
30,000

Contingent
Cony High School
City refunding bonds
Estate of Guy Turner
Highways, Western District
Interest
Kennebec Bridge
Loans

32
73
00
00
27
94
45
61
00

MISCELLANEOUS.

Permanent improvements
Licenses
Highways, Western District
City Officers
Paving
State R. R. tax

153
140
21
634
13
3.,196

50
50
00
84
00
53
4,159 37
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Non-resident taxes returned u n p a i d . . . .
"
tax deeds
Paving
State pensions
Printing
St. Mark's Home, trust fund
Schools
Sewers
Village District
Williams District

SI78
24
40
1,956
17
3,000
5,180
32
9,099
5,000

ACCOUNT OF SUPPORT OF P O O R .

Town of Washington
Whitefield
City of Rockland
Town of Mercer
Towns of Washington, New Vineyard,
Pittsfield and Union
Town of Winthrop
"
Vassalboro
'«
Winthrop
14
Oldtown
Oakland
City of Rockland
Town of Mercer
"
Winthrop
City of Bangor
Town of Presque Isle
"
Washington
"
Medway
Mrs. Smart
L. Titcomb, guardian
C Z. Hanks
City of Bangor
Town of Pittsfield
'4
Livermore
44
Mt. Vernon
City of Hallowell
Town of Deer Ise
City of Rockland

$27
3
7
24

75
00
00
10

102 65
10 23
87 10
65 76
30 00
57 60
5 00
25 90
2144
12 00
76 11
79 60
107 40
13 29
42 10
25 00
19 60
4 72
5 00
12 75
18 00
26 09
2 50

28
66
95
00
37
00
66
57
28
00

TREASURER'S REPORT.

C. Z. Hanks
Town of Belfast
City of Bangor
Town of Presque Isle.
"
Winthrop...
"
Oakland
"
Kennebunk.
"
Lincoln
''
Kennebunk
"
Belgrade . . .

$6 00
36 62
10 78
141 45
47 52
36 25
10 21
45 75
2-1 50
16 75

ACCOUNT OF CEMETERY LOTS SOLI>.

Mount Pleasant Cemetery :
Martha J . Starbird,
Lot No. 145
$10
Orrin Maguire,
"
329
10
Frank Larrabee,
"
224
10
Frank Burt,
"
404
^10
Sophronia Robinson estate
"
115
/ 10
T . C. Noble,
"
136
10
W m . Trotter,
"
135
10
Geo. W . Williams,
"
382
10
Emma J . Hill,
»
413
10
Geo. Motherwell,
"
131
10
Mrs. Hugh Rogers
»
119
10
J.H.Woodbury,
*«
279
10
J . H. Church,
"
281
10
Mrs. E. B. McKay, purchased
1879, balance due on
"
458
5
Mrs. M. S. Moulton,
"
160
10
Leonard Shorey,
"
283
10
Wm. Smith,
"
148
10
E. G. Storer,
"
215
10
"
"
183
10
Mrs. Gorham Towle,
"
151
10
James Redman,
"
138
10
J . S. Hendee,
"
27A
10
F A. Little,
"
130
10
G. E. Wentworth,
"
267
10
Mrs. Harriet Boynton
"
139 & 171, 20

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
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Mrs. E. V. McKay, bal.
H. W. Miller,
J . H . Parsons,
Mrs. Ann Packard,
Abbie E. Rollins,

Lot No.
«
'k
"
"

458
127
116
247
437

$5
10
10
10
10

00
00
00
00
00

Lot No.
«
"
"
"

274
271
282
270
198

10
10
10
10
10

00
00
00
00
00

10 00
10 00
10 00

Riverside Cemetery:
Llewellyn Leavitt,
E.H.Gardiner,
C. E. Ward,
T. L. McDavid,
T. O. Davis,

Edw. Callahan,
A. H. Pray,

"

285
269

J . H. Turner,

'«

280

$380 00
Total cash receipts
Unpaid balance of roll of accounts

8197,656 40
3,167 43
$200,823 83

CR.

Outstanding warrant and roll of accounts of previous
years
Abatements refunded
Cemeteries
City Officers
Common Schools
Contingent
Cony High School
County tax
Discount on taxes
Fire Department
Highways, Eastern District
special
Western District
Hydrants
Interest
Kennebec Bridge
Lighting streets
Litbgow Library

$2,956
12
134
6,865
3,826
2,261
4,564
5,547
5,946
2,056
2,968
847
4,149
2,590
16,520
19,228
5,342
1,000

98
61
07
00
17
07
23
97
78
06
88
89
92
00
81
28
94
00

TREASURER'S REPORT.

Memorial Day
New streets
Park
Paving
Permanent improvements
Pensions
Police
Printing
Reduction of city debt—bonds paid
City notes paid
St. Mark's Home
School buildings
Sewers
Snow bills, Eastern District
"
Western
«
State tax
Support of poor
Text books
Village District
Williams "

31

$150
488
55
2,789
267
1,956
3,912
530
4,500
36,000
425
867
3,081
1,657
2,568
11,647
8,156
700
22,756
5,243

00
50
60
18
78
00
88
02
00
00
00
20
16
57
92
79
95
00
88
53

$194,574 62
6,249 21

Cash in Treasury

$200,823 83
Respectfully submitted,
C. N . H A M L E N ,

Treasurer.

COLLECTOR'S REPORT.

To the City Council of the City of

Augusta:

: I have the honor to submit the following statement
of my accounts as Collector of Taxes for the year 1890.
C. N . Hamlen, Collector for 1890, in account with the city of
Augusta.
GENTLEMEN

DR.

To assessment of 1890
Fractional overlay...
Supplementary taxes

$116,729 26
1,536 37
214 11

$118,479 74

To uncollected taxes Mar. 1, 1890, of year 1883.,

.1

1884..
1895.
1886..
1887..
1888.
18S9..

It

201 19
448 14
1,036 53
1,365 47
2 586 74
6,424 63
14,208 70

26,271 40
8144,751 14
CR.

Cash paid Treasurer:
Taxes of 1890
Discounts
Abatements
Balance uncollected

$100,184
5,946
570
11,777

63
78
88
45
$118,479 74

Cash paid Treasurer, taxes of 1884
1885
1886
"
"
1887
1888
1889
Non-resident tax deeds, taxes of 18S9
Abatements

$3 00
21 37
75 14
351 22
1,825 81
5,970 46
8,247 00
257 17
2,494 61

COLLECTOR'S

:;:?

REPORT.

Bal. uncollected, March, 1891, of the ycai 1885...
1886...
a
'•
"
1887...
u
-<•
"
1888...
,
-it
•»
1889...
bl

057
983
1,902
4,315
7.353

31
21
65
46
90
IT

°7'» fi°

.$144,751 14
TAXES—VILLAGE

DISTRICT.

DR.

To bal. uncollected March, 1890,
year 1883.
o w , of
UJ. _ye i l l l O O O . . •
»t
it
.v
1884...
.1
1885...
u
t.
..
188G...
kt
.t
..
1887...
..
1888...
1889...
•»

$80
ss
47
234
334
375
937

07
74
8808
72
55
35$2 09S 39
7,098 60

Assessment for the year 1890

$9,196 99
On.
Collected and paid Treasurer
Non-resident tax deeds
Abatements
Bal. uncollected March 1, 1891, of the year
"
u
"
"
•'

$6,553 58
7 42
495 52
18S6.
1887.
1*588.
1889.
1890.

137
236
240
619
906

71
04
35
67
70
2,140 47
89.196 99

TAXES,

WILLIAMS

DISTRICT.

DR.

Balance uncollected March 1, 1890
A-.-esMi.ent for 1890

418 36
1,588 96

$2,007 32

CR.

Collected taxes of 1890
'•
"
1889 and previous yean
Abatements, taxf-s of 1890
kt
of 1889 and previous years • •.

1,297
121
15
41

97
64
09
33

Balance uncollected taxes 1890
"
"
"
previous years.

$1,476 03
275 90
255 39
$2,007 32

Respectfully submitted,
C. N. H A M L E N ,

Collector.

CITY MAsSHAL'S REPORT.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of

Augusta:

: I herewith submit ray annual report as City Marshal, for the year ending March 15, 1891, showing the number of
arrests, and complaints upon which the same were m a d e :
GENTLEMEN

Whole number of arrests for the year
Drunkenness, committed and fined
"
discharged on probation
Let off on good behavior
Sent out of city
Vagrancy
Assault and battery
Larceny
Illegal transportation
Malicious mischief
Aff ray
Breaking and entering
Tramps
Evading railroad fares
Obtaining money falsely
Disturbance
Bastardy
Single sale
Search for stolen goods
Fast driving
Lascivious behavior
Loitering in depot
Committed to Industrial School
Adultery
Gambling
Assault with intent to kill

567
116
108
140
100
10
25
11
3
2
1
3
3
4
3
6
3
4
6
2
3
5
2
1
2
1

CITY MARSHAL'S R E P O R T .

Keeping house of ill-fame
Embezzlement
Selling short lobsters

35

2
1
1

185 persons have been given lodging and food.
In addition to the above I have served forty-one warrants to
search and seize liquors, and have made thirty-one seizures.
Other business done by the police :
Disturbance settled without arrest
Stores found unlocked
Runaway horses caught
Dogs killed
Lost children found and taken to parents

54
60
23
25
7

There has been three persons committed to Insane Hospital during the past year.
A large amount of goods have been left out and taken care of by
police after stores were closed, and returned to owners next
morning.
In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to the members of the
force who have given me so much assistance in my efforts to preserve good order in our city.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY T. MORSE, City Marshal.

REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR.

To the Honorable Mai/or end City Council of

Augusta:

I have the honor to report the status of the litigation in which the
city has been interested during the year just closed, as follows :
The two suits which were pending against the city at the commencement of the year are still in court.
One is Downes 'vs. Augusta, claiming $2,000 damages for injuries to the plaintiff's shoulder, alleged to have been caused by a supposed defect in the sidewalk on Water street. This case has been
in order for trial the last two terms of the Supreme Judicial Court,
and has been continued at the plaintiff's request. I t is my belief
that it will never reach a trial, and I shall endeavor to have it finally
disposed of at the next term.
The other, Carter vs. Augusta, to recover $160.10 for pauper
supplies alleged to have been furnished John F . Hurley on the credit
of the city, was tried at the December term of the Superior Court,
resulting in a verdict of $175.52 for plaintiff, and is now pending in
the Law Court on motion and exceptions by defendant.
Two suits have been commenced against the city during the year.
Stephen L. Stephenson vs. Augusta, to recover $320, balance alleged to be due for services as engineer in superintending the construction of the substructure of the Kennebec Bridge. This action
was entered at the September term of the Superior Court for Cumberland county, and was tried at the February term, 1891. In defence the city claimed that a considerable portion of the alleged
services were in fact never rendered, and that such services as were
rendered were so negligently performed by the plaintiff that they
resulted in pecuniary damages to the city far exceeding the amount
sued for. The damages which the city claimed to offset, resulted
from tlft gross error of Mr. Stephenson in locating the west pier of
the bridge. Taking into consideration the acknowledged fact of
this error and the undoubted right of the city to offset the damages
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resulting therefrom, it is impossible to account for the verdict of
$320 which the jury returned in favor of the plaintiff, except on the
ground of sympathy and local prejudice. This case is now pending
in the Law Court on motion and exceptions by the defendant.
Betsey B. Knowlton vs. Augusta, to recover $2,000 for injuries
alleged to have been received in consequence of a supposed defective condition of Gannett street, was entered at the October term,
1890, of the Supreme Judicial court, and tried at the same term,
resulting in a verdict of $983 for plaintiff. This action is pending
in the Law Court on motion and exceptions by defendant. As the
alleged defect in this street is structural, consisting in the width of
the traveled portion and in having on one side an unguarded
shoulder, and as many of our streets are constructed in a similar,
and to say the least, not superior manner, I deem it very important
for future guidance in the construction and repair of our streets, to
have an authoritative determination of the question as to whether
or not this and other such streets are defective within the meaning
of the law.
Some other suits have been threatened against the city during
the past year, but failed to materialize after a thorough sifting of
the facts and preparation for defence in behalf of the city.
Very respectfully submitted,
A. M. G O D D A R D , City

Solicitor.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S REPORT.

To the Honorable Mayor and City

Council:

: In compliance with the requirements of the city
ordinance governing the Fire department of the city of Augusta, I
herewith submit to you my annual report of the doings and condition of the department for the year ending March 15, 1891, together with a list of fires and losses and insurance :
GENTLEMEN

April 31, 1890. Still alarm at 10 o'clock, A. M. ; fire in wooden
building near railroad bridge, Water street, owned by Whitehouse
& Libby, occupied by Russell Holt as a dwelling. Fire extinguished by police. Cause of fire, children playing with matches ;
damage slight.
June 9. False alarm.
June 9. Alarm at 11.30 A. M. ; fire on roof of wooden building,
Laurel Hill, owned by F . W . Cole and occupied by a French family. Damage $ 1 5 ; insured $600; cause of fire, sparks from
chimney.
June 24. Alarm at 11.55 P . M. ; fire in Hiram Clark's carriage
shop, Willow street. Losses on building, stock and tools, $2,800 ;
insured $2,500. Loss to following parties who had carriages stored
in shop : R. W . Black, $200 ; no insurance ; G. A. Bryant, $175 ;
insured $175 ; Frank Gaslin, $100 ; insured $100 ; Cony Bros. S340 ;
insured $340 ; C. C. Hunt, $125 ; insured $125 ; Bert Yeaton, $75 ;
insured $75. Cause unknown.
August 9. Still alarm at 8.00 P . M., caused by paper balloon
lodging on roof of old Academy building, east side of Kennebec
Bridge. Extinguished by hose pipe connected to hydrant.
September 17. Alarm at 5.37 P . M. ; fire in wooden building,
Bangor street, owned by O. S. Smiley, used as a dry house for
broom handles; loss $400; insured $400; cause overheated
furnace.
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November 7. Alarm at 5.10 P . M. Small shanty on Sewall
street; loss $50 ; insured 850 ; cause incendiary.
November 13. Still alarm in wooden building corner of Cony
and Willow streets ; fire extinguished by Mr. Burnham, proprietor
of building.
November 18. Alarm at 2.50 P . M. * Smoke in Cushnoc Fiber
Co.'s mill east end of dam ; department all out. Cause, belting
coming in contact with wood work.
November 21. Alarm at 10.10 P . M. ; fire in two-story wooden
building north end Water street, owned by Edwards M'f'g C o . ;
first floor occupied by W. F . Percival as a grocery store ; upper
story by a French family. Loss on building $400 ; insured $600.
Percival's loss on stock and furniture $1,600; insured $1,500.
CauSe, mice in match boxes.
November 28. Alarm 8.05 A. M. ; fire in one and a half story
house, 27 Perham street, owned by F . L. Hamlen, occupied by
W m . Knowles; loss on building $400; insured S i , 5 0 0 ; loss on
furniture 8200 ; no insurance. Cause defective chimney.
December 1. Alarm at 5.35 A. M.
Chas. McLaughlin's house, Court street.

Chimney burned out in
No damage.

Dec. 2. Still alarm 10.30 P. M. ; fire in basement of Kennebec
confectionery store, Water street, occupied by W. G. Fifield ; fire
extinguished with a few buckets of water. Cause unknown.
December 26. Still alarm at 11.00 P . M., in same building ; extinguished by water pipes bursting ; damage $25 ; insured $25.
December 30. Alarm 2.40 A. M., Granite Hall block. Fire
caught in H. A. Hall's store ; building owned by J . A. Homan and
G. W. Ricker ; occupied on street floor as follows : C. K. Partridge,
drug store ; loss 88,000 ; insured $7,850 ; S. S. Williams & Sons,
grocery store; loss on stock $2,500; insured $2,000; H. A. Hall,
grocery store; loss on stock $2,000; insured $1,500; H. C. Caswell, grocery store ; loss on stock $2,400 ; insured $2,000. Second
floor occupied as follows : City Treasurer's office and City Council
rooms ; loss to city, $500 ; no insurance ; Weeks & Blanchard ;
loss on library and furniture, $1,500 ; no insurance ; Dr. D. P. Bolster ; loss $50 ; no insurance. Granite Hall, leased by C. C. H u n t ;
loss $500 ; no insurance ; Homan and Ricker's loss on building and
furniture $25,000; insured $17,500. Cause of fire, overheated
stove.
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J a n . 1, 1801. Alarm at 4.40 A. M. ; fire in office of Farmers'
hotel, north end Water street, owned by Edwards M ' f g Co., and
occupied by F . A. Coombs as a hotel; loss on building $100.
Coombs' loss on furniture $100 ; no insurance. Cause of fire, kerosene lamp exploded.
J a n . 16. Still alarm at 7.00 P . M. ; fire in J . E. Ward's house,
School street, occupied by S. C. C. Ward ; fire extinguished by
family ; loss on furniture $75 ; insured $75 ; no loss on building.
J a n . 23. Alarm at 7.50 P . M. ; fire in house on Northern avenue owned by 1$. S. Maben and occupied by Bailey Emerson ; loss
on building $156: insured $500: loss on furniture $100; insured
$300.
APPARATUS.

The apparatus at the present time consists of one hose wagon
with a capacity to carry 1,200 feet of hose, three two wheel hose
carts in good condition, with 800 feet of cotton hose, rubber lined,
with each hose company.
HOSE.

There is in the department 5,500 feet of cotton rubber lined hose,
1,500 feet of new, purchased within two years; 2,000 feet of old
that is about used up with age and service. I would recommend
that the city purchase 500 feet this year so as to keep the supply in
good condition. AVith our water pressure it is not safe to be without a good supply of the best hose that is furnished.
FORCE.

The force of the department under the present organization, consists of fifty-seven men, divided as follows : Chief and one assistant engineer ; two hose companies consisting of ten men each ; one
hose company of twelve men ; one hose company of eight men and
one hook and ladder company of fifteen men. One hose wagon is
hauled by the street department horses, which are owned by the
city. The steamer Cushuoc is kept in good running order at all
times in case of accident to water works.
F I R E ALARM SYSTEM BY

TELEGRAPH.

This is a very important part of the fire department to be looked
after, and I hope that the members of the City Council will take immediate steps to have an electric fire alarm put in this year.
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ENGINE HOUSES.

The engine house on Bridge street will have to have some repairs
this season, probably an outlay of about $100. The house on Cony
street is in rather poor condition, and an outlay of about S400, or
as near as can be estimated, is needed. The houses Nos. 3 and 4
are in good repair.
HOOK AND LADDER H O U S E .

I would call the attention of the City Council again to the much
needed house for the Hook and Ladder truck.
RESERVOIRS.

The reservoirs are in good condition, except the one at the corner
of Patterson and Bangor streets, which is in poor condition and is
caving in. This reservoir is made of wood. I would recommend
that it be filled up to save accident and expense. It is not needed
with the present water service. The following is a list of reservoirs, their location and capacity :
No. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Corner of Bridge and Water streets
500 hhds.
Cushnoc Heights, junction Northern avenue
and Washington street
300 "
Spring street
200 "
Bangor street
200 "
Cony street
200 »
Middle street
200 "
Middle street, junction Eastern avenue
300 u
Court street
200 "
Sewall street
200 "
High school house yard
125 "
Corner Elm and Bridge streets
125 *'
Water street, near railroad bridge
125 "
Corner Gage and Green streets
125 "
State street, Augusta House yard, ( p r i v a t e ) . . 125 "
State House
200 "
School house, Cushnoc Heights
125 u
Winthrop street
80 "
Bridge street, near North street
300 "
Pettingill's Corner
150 "
Crosby street
300 "
Sewall street, near Lincoln street
300 "
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HYDRANTS.

By order of t h e City Council there has been a six-inch h y d r a n t
set on M a p l e s t r e e t , n e a r B a n g s ' mill.

T h e following is a list of

h y d r a n t s and their locality :
No. 1.
Avenue.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
.28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Junction Northern Avenue and Franklin streets, west side of
Corner Franklin and Oxford streets.
Corner Washington and Franklin streets.
Corner Northern Avenue and Jefferson street.
Corner Oxford street and Northern Avenue.
Coiner Jefferson and Kendall streets.
Corner Washington street, foot of lane near F. A. Brann's house.
Corner Northern Avenue and York street.
Corner Northern Avenue and Mill street.
Corner Mt. Vernon Aveuue and Mill street.
Center of Bond street.
Corner State and Laurel streets.
Corner Crosby street and Hunt's Lane.
Corner State and Bridge streets.
Corner Bridge and Summer streets.
Center of Elm street.
Corner Bridge and Winter streets.
Corner Bridge and North streets.
Corner Bridge and Commercial streets.
City Farm.
Chestnut street, opposite Geo. O. Tobey's.
Corner Chestnut and Court streets.
Corner Winthrop and Sewall streets.
Corner Winthrop and Chapel streets.
Corner Green and Chapel streets.
Center of Melville street.
Corner Sewall and Weston streets.
Corner Green and Chestnut streets.
Corner Cushman and Green streets.
Corner Western Avenue and Chestnut street.
Corner Sewall and Lincoln streets.
Corner Sewall and Capitol streets.
Corner Western Avenue and Chapel street.
Corner Grove and Chapel streets.
State street, near Capitol street.
State street, near Augusta House.
East corner of Crescent and Grove streets.
Corner Gage and Swan streets.
Corner Green and Grove streets.
Corner State and Chandler streets.
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No. 41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
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Corner State street, near Green street.
Southeast corner Court House lot on Court street.
North corner Court House square, Winthrop street.
Corner State and Oak Streets.
Corner Flagg and Church streets.
Water street, railroad crossing foot of Rines' Hill.
Hay Market Square.
Water street, foot of Oak street.
Water street, opposite Cony House.
Water street, near Darby block.
Water street, near Gaslin's stable.
Water street, near railroad bridge.
Water street, opposite Laurel street.
Corner Dickman and Oak streets.
South end passenger station, Winthrop street.
Corner Cony and Bowman streets.
Corner Cony and Arsenal streets.
Corner Cony and Stone streets.
Corner Bangor and Myrtle streets.
Corner Maple and Willow streets.
Corner Cony and Gannett streets.
Corner Gannett and Patterson streets.
Corner Pearl and Patterson streets.
School street, opposite school house.
Corner Bangor and School streets.
Corner Bangor street and Belfast road.
Corner Allen and Lock streets.
Corner Middle and Stone streets.
Corner East Chestnut and Hospital streets.
Corner Hospital street and Eastern Avenue.
Corner Middle and Cedar streets.
Eastern Avenue, opposite J. P . Smith's house.
Arsenal street, opposite Sturgis, Lambard &Co.'s stable.
Corner Arsenal and Cedar streets.
Corner Arsenal and East Chestnut streets.
Corner Arsenal and Williams streets.
Center .spring street, near Dr. Brickett's house.
Corner Middle and East Chestnut streets.
Bangor street, 500 feet north of H. H. Harvey's shop.
Bangs' mill, east end of dam.
Water front, back of North's block.
Maple street, near Bangs' Bros. mill.
EXPENSES.

F o r e x p e n s e s of the d e p a r t m e n t I will refer your honorable b o d y
t o t h e City A u d i t o r ' s r e p o r t .
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FIRE LOSSES.

Total loss by fire the past year as near as can be ascertained is
$47,336.23, on which there was an insurance of $41,115.31.
REMARKS.

By order of the City Council I have purchased 500 feet of hose,
three hydrant gates, two dozen spanners and belts. I would recommend there be 500 feet more of hose purchased this year.
CONCLUSION.

I wish to express my thanks to the members of the City Government and members of the Fire Department for their assistance rendered me the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY T. MORSE, Chief Engineer.

REPORT OF STREET COMMISSIONER.

EASTERN DISTRICT.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of

Augusta:

; I herewith submit my report as Street Commissioner for the Eastern District for the year ending March 1, 1891.
GENTLEMEN

EXPENDITURES.

Expended for summer repairs
Snow bills

$2,922 61
1,565 80
$4,488 41

The expenditures have been as follows :
Village District
North Belfast Road
South
"
Thomaston Road
Hospital Road
Windsor Road
Cross Hill Road
Ingraham Road
Church Hill Road
Bangor Road
Mud Mills Road
Cony Extension

Summer.
$1,398 11
306 00
374 00
239 00
15 00
76 00
21 00
15 00
209 00
144 00
60 00
65 50

Winter.
478 85
205 00
225 00
240 00
18 00
23 75
31 50
16 00
135 00
160 00
32 70

$2,922 61

$1,565 80

INVENTORY OF TOOLS.

1 road machine in good order, 1 old machine, worthless, 5
snow plows, 1 plow, 4 iron shovels, 8 spades, 1 iron bar, 5 blasting
drills, 6 plug drills, 3 picks, 1 box scraper, 20 side scrapers.
There is on hand 1000 feet 10 inch tile.
Respectfully submitted,
D. B. SAVAGE, Street
Commissioner.
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WESTERN

DISTRICT.

To the Honorable Mayor and- City Council of

Augusta:

: I herewith submit my report as Street Commissioner for the Western District for the year ending March 1, 1891.
GENTLEMEN

Appropriation
Special appropriation

$4,000 00
I l l 45
$4,111 45

Cash of Augusta Water Co. for expenditures
refunded
Cash of Kennebec Light & Heat Co. for
labor refunded
•Cash of Granite National Bank for repairing
sidewalk

41 39
1 50
6 05

4H 94
$4,160 39

Expended for repairs, e t c . . . • *
Balance unexpended

4,018 80
141 59
$4,160 39

The expenditures have been as follows :
Summer.

Village District
$2,899 21
C. H . Blaisdell, Winthrop street
42 75
Benj. W . Fisher, River road, 1st division.. .
106 62
Alonzo Chesley, Brook road
74 87
P . M. Brann, Middle road
80 84
George Knowles, Wade road
40 50
J . W . Morrill, Mt. Vernon road
36 75
Charles E. Knowles, Craig road
9 90
Roscoe E. Penney, Coombs Mills road
49 87
F . P . Randall, River road, 2d division
93 27
E. L. White, Bog road
30 49
H . A. Hovey, Belgrade road
47 51
George Whitten, Western Avenue
139 63
A. D. Townsend, Townsend road
93 12
D . F . Scribner, Jewett District
5117
G. L. Guoir, Belgrade road
105 20
H . A. Cummings, Cummings road
62 72
Silas P . Jackson, Bog road
3131
A. J . Burns, Burns road
23 07

Winter.

1,430 46
145 87
44 28
16 00
51 25
20 53
14 25
21 67
52 00
124 92
6173
72 88
214 88
28 05
30 65
65 85
73 95
18 09
10 11

$4,018 80 $2,497 42
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Work of city team on highways, 128 days.
Sprinkling streets, 8S days.
Paid for hay, grain and straw
44
shoeing

$269 23
30 60
$299 83

There is on hand 576 feet of 20 inch tile.
INVENTORY OF TOOLS.

1 road machine, 1 street sweeper, 1 extra brush, 1 plow, 1 Hard
Pan plow, 1 dump cart, 1 dump sled, 1 jigger wagon, 1 double sled,
2 lawn mowers, 6 wooden shovels, 13 square point shovels, 10
round point shovels, 1 paving hammer, 1 trowel, 1 nail hammer, 1
hand saw, three iron bars, 50 feet rubber hose, 22 bos and hand
scrapers, more or less, 1 wheel scraper, 8 plug drills, 20 half
rounds and wedges, 6 picks, 10 street brooms, 3 iron rakes, 3 hoes,
1 patent digger, 2 chains, 1 shop axe, 1 dung fork, 1 stone hammer, 1 wooden rake, 1 spirit level, 1 steel square, 1 scythe and
snath, 1 bush scythe and snath, 1 tamping bar, 1 rammer, 1 turf
spade, 2 pails, 1 stone sidewalk roller, 1 stone street roller, 5 sidewalk plows, 1 axe.
G. G. BURNS, Street Commissioner.

REPORT OF CITY PHYSICIAN.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Augusta :
: I have the honor to submit the following report of
the office of City Physician for the year ending March 17th, 1 8 9 1 :
GENTLEMEN

Number of visits to the almshouse
"
cases treated at almshouse
"
visits to out-patients
•'
office cases
Medicine dispensed :
Powders
Bottles of medicine
Pills and tablets
Recipes

59
204
87
87
753
280
552
58

Two deaths occurred at the almshouse during the year, one from
old age and one from consumption.
The general condition of the patients at the almshouse during the
year has been very good, due in a great measure to the excellent
care and neatness exercised by the superintendent and his wife.
I would state here that the oversight and watchful care and
patience devolving on the office of superintendent of the almshouse,
makes it no easy place to fill. In obtaining the faithful services of
the present master and matron of this institution, the city is indeed
fortunate. To Mr. and Mrs. Waldron I wish to express my gratitude for their kindness in my behalf in my duties among those in
their care.
In any epidemic of disease the ranks of the poor are naturally invaded the most freely. Among out-patients I have had several
cases of typhoid fever during the past two months, all in dwellings
supplied with river water.
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The question of the cause of this epidemic is still open, and
though opinions as to the purity of our water supply may be offered,
opinions are not always proof. This question is of vital importance
to our people, and I would recommend that sufficient appropriation
be made to obtain expert investigation and testimony on the subject, with special reference to our water supply and sewerage.
The following communication received by this office from the
Overseers of the Poor will explain itself :
AUGUSTA, ME., Sept. 29th, 1S90.
DR. H. L. JOHNSON, City Physician,
DEAR SIR :—Hereafter you will please not make any visits to any
patients that may have a residence in other towns, without an order from
one of the Overseers of Poor. Of course if you are called upon in a severe
ease, vou can make one visit and then notify one of our .board, who will
look the matter up at once. All bills that you may have hereafter against
the Poor Department must be sent to the Overseers of Poor before the last
Monday of each month, as all bills against our department must be presented and settled every month.
Respectfully yours,
J. J. MA HER,
) Overseers of
\V. B.
Leighton,
Poor*.

Since the receipt of the above communication, (a period of about
six months) the services of the City Physician have been summoned
to but one out-of-town (paying) case, by the Overseers of the Poor,
quite a remarkable showing for a town of the size of Augusta.
Revenue from out of-town (paying) cases during the year has
amounted to about $100. In view of this offset to an already meagre salary of Sl-r»0, together with the increase of duties of the office
commensurate with our increase in population, I would recommend
that the salary of thi9 office be fixed at a figure that will represent
fair remuneration for services rendered. To request a physician to
supply the poor of our city and the inmates of our almshouse with
medicines out of a salary barely sufficient to coveij the cost of those
medicines, leaving nothing to recognize the time and labor and wear
and tare of journeying throughout its limits, to say nothing of the
real professional services rendered, is hardly in line with our otherwise respectable progress.
W h a t one of us would think he was not having a burden to carry,
if he had one invalid in the family to care for throughout the year?
Give that man SI50 and ask him to furnish all the sick poor in the
city with medical attendance and medical supplies. Would he feel
agreeable to the task? I would recommend an appropriation of
$500 for this department.
Respectfully,
H . L. J O H N S O N , M. D . , City Physician.
i

REPORT OF OVERSEERS OF POOR.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Augusta:
: We submit to your Honorable body our annual report of the standing and condition of the Poor Department for the
municipal year ending March 1st, 1891.
GENTLEMEN

The number of poor people supported and admitted to the almshouse has been much larger than the year ending 'March 1st, 1890.
The present winter has been one of the most severe winters in the
history of the Poor Department of the city. Owing to the scarcity
of work, many people have been obliged to call for aid who have
never received aid before.
We have furnished aid to about five hundred and sixty-two since
March 1st, 1890. A great amount of sickness has prevailed the
past year among the poor, which has incurred a large expense. A
large per cent, of this expense might be saved if we had a hospital
for our city poor at our almshouse.
We again call the attention of the City Council to the condition
of the almshouse and surrounding buildings. They are very much
out of repair, and as we have got a new iron bridge and Water street
has been paved during the past two years, a special appropriation
for permanent improvements and a suitable building for a hospital
should be made this spring, and put our almshouse in a respectable
condition, the same as they are in other cities. We must put a new
furnace in this summer; as the old furnace has been run a number
of years, it has given out.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldron in the performance of their duties, have
spared no pains to make the home of the unfortunate pleasant and
comfortable to the perfect satisfaction of the Overseers of Poor.
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The following is the financial standing of the Poor Department,
March 1, 1891.
Appropriation, 1890
$7,000 00
Money collected of other towns and cities, '90 1,287 52
$8,287 52
Paid for support of poor at almshouse
"
"
" outside almshouse.
Total amount paid out

2,941 73
5,215 22

Amount in hands of treasurer undrawn

8,156 95
$130 57

To the best of our knowledge there are not any outstanding bills
against the Poor Department. The amount now due the Poor Department from other towns, is $800. The bills have been sent to
the various towns for this amount and they have replied that t h e y
will settle the amounts in a short time.
J. J. MAHER,
) Overseers
W . B. LE1GHTON, [
of
G E O . B. H O Y T ,
)
Poor.

REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF CITY F A R M .

To the Overseers of Poor :
As we are about to close the year, in behalf of myself and wife
we must acknowledge our thanks to the Overseers for their kindness
and hearty support in our not very pleasant duties, and to the citizens in general.
Number of inmates at Farm during the year
at Farm, March 1, 1891
died during the year

55
22
4

PRODUCE RAISED ON CITY F A R M .

35 tons hay, 45 bushels barley, 125 bushels potatoes, 20 bushels
beans 100 bushels apples, 10 bushels pole beans, 10 bushels ears
sweet corn, 1 cart load pumpkins, 400 pounds squash, 8 bushels
carrots 60 bushels beets, 5 bushels parsnips, 100 head cabbage, 10
bushels'tomatoes, 4 bushels cucumbers, 2,000 pounds pork, 1,100
pounds butter.
Respectfully submitted,
L. W A L D R O N , Superintendent of City Farm.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To-the Honorable Mayor and City Council of

Augusta:

: Agreeable to the requirements of the city ordinances which provide that the Board of Health shall make a report
to the City Government on the 31st of March of each year, we
hereby submit a report of our proceedings for the year ending
March, 1891.
The Board for the past year has consisted of Dr. J . O. Webster,
President; Dr. R. J . Martin, Health Officer, and E. R. Bean, Sanitary Inspector.
By the liberality of the City Government, and in accordance with
their desire, the work of the Board of Health has been greatly extended. By an appropriation made last July we were enabled to
appoint a Sanitary Inspector, whose duties should be to make a
house to house inspection of every house in the city and report the
deficiencies, if any, in their sanitary arrangement. Inspector Bean
has performed the duties of his office in a highly satisfactory manner, and the report of each house, on file at the Health Office, has
been acted upon to the best judgment of the board. This house inspection has been as a rule gladly welcomed. Its advantages have
been manifold. The house reports placed on file as to streets and
wards, will enable the successors of the present Health Board to
know where to locate filth and disease, and in a circumscribed space
expand their efforts for improvement. About this same investigation has been carried on in many other cities, and the results, with
the promising results here, lead us to hope that the City Government will exercise the same liberality in contiuuing the work thus
commenced, until we are certain of the vigilance of the people.
The report of the Inspector has resulted as follows :
GENTLEMEN

No. of
"
"
'•
"

houses inspected
nuisances rectified
families moved
houses vacated
swine removed

820
180
6
4
49
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Even in cases where houses were ordered to be vacated, with one
exception, the rights of a just law were enabled to take their course
without objection.
There is a report on file of each house in the city according to the
following blank :
Owner of property
Occupant
Street
Sanitary condition of premises
Is house connected with sewer?
Condition of
"Waste pipes and connections
Condition of cellar
Condition of outbuildings
Remarks

:

From such a report continued from year to year the Health Board
will be enabled to know the exact sanitary condition of each house.
This has shown as a rule a good condition. It has also brought out
to a marked degree the crying necessity for more sewerage.
SEWERAGE.

We think it would pay the city well as an investment, in decreasing the sickness of the people, to extend their system of sewers
along the line laid down by the principles of necessity. The sewer
off Gage street should be extended without delay ; that on Bridge
street should be so advanced as to take in the sewerage of the
Grammar school and other buildings, which is now washed into the
gully and down toward the French settlement in Bond street.
Great sanitary advantages would ensue from sewers on Cony and
East Chestnut streets. Increased sewerage facilities are demanded
on Cushnoc Heights. More drainage is especially demanded by our
large water supply. Our natural advantages, the swift river flowing
through our midst, our hills sloping to its banks, our climate, all
furnish conditions for health which need small improvement; but
we have trusted too much to nature. For over a hundred years
vegetable and animal matter has been accumulating and putrifying
in the ground. The sub-soil is clay, aud the natural absorption
small. The large death rate of the city, the prevalence of fevers,
the surface supply and excess of water, all demonstrate the necessity of a systematic extension of sewerage.
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Our

WATER

SUPPLY.

The water supply has been a cause of comment and of some complaint among the people. Justly or unjustly, the water has been
regarded by some as the cause of the prevalence of typhoid fever.
But the fever has existed where other than city water has been used.
An investigation among the physicians has shown very divergent
opinions. All agree that there is deficient sewerage for the amount
of water supplied, and that the canal water furnished the people is
not above suspicion. When the water pipes are extended, as now
commended, to the middle of the river above the dam, it will be a
source of relief to the public. The water then furnished will be as
good as the Kennebec River is capable of supplying.
GARBAGE.

For the past three years garbage has been collected by a man under the city employ. This practice should be continued. I t causes
the removal of much offsensive and decaying substance from the
city.
Swine, an offence to the nostrils and to the health of the community, should not be kept within the city limits. We would suggest
that a more sweeping ordinance be passed, compelling their removal
from the city proper.
The following presents an interesting table in regard to the number and cause of deaths during the past municipal year :
CAUSES OF D E A T H .

Zymotic
Cholera Infantum
Diphtheria
La Grippe
Total

17
2
4

Total

Whooping Cough
Typhoid Fever

2
18
42

Constitutional
Cancer
Consumption
Bronchitis
Hemorrhage

Diseases.

6
20
4
1

Diseases.
Dropsy
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Tumor

2
1
2
2

~YS
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Loca\
Brain, disease of unclassifled
Brain, inflammation
Brain, softening of
Apoplexy
Enteritis
Heart, disease of unclassifled
Chronic ulcers
Total

Diseases.

1
1
2
2
1
11
1

Inflammation spine
Convulsions
Kidneys,Bright's disease of
Liver, disease of
Pneumonia
Paralysis
Pelvic abscesses
Stomach, disease of

1
1
6
2
31
3
2
4
69

Developmental
Childbirth, puerperal convulsions

55

1

Diseases.
General debility
Old age

Total

1
25
27

Violence.
Accident
Death from cause unknown

8
1

Deaths in Several
March 16 to 3 1 , 1890
April, 1890
May,
"
June,
"
July,
"
August,"
*ept.
"
Total

14
17
12
13
15
19
10

Months.

Oct. 1890
Nov.
"
Dec.
"
J a n . 1891
Feb. ' k
March 1st to 10th

15
16
23
9
16
7
186

Deaths by Ages.
Under 1
1 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
Ages unknown
Total

35
9

.-•

4
9
22
13
6

40
50
60
70
80
90

to
to
to
to
to
to

50
60
70
80
90
100

10
13
15
31
22
3
186

56
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Percentage of death rate to each thousand

17

This shows that there has been no severe epidemic of any disease
prevailing in the city for the past year. The typhoid fever existing
during the winter has been, as a rule, of a mild type. From January 1, to March 1, 1891, about 100 cases were reported by physicians to the Board of. Health. In conclusion, I wish to acknowledge the courtesy and help extended to the Board by Mayor Lane
and the other city officials.
Respectfully submitted,
R. J. MARTIN, M. D., Health Officer.

REPORT SUPT. OF BURIALS.

To the Honorable

Mayor

and City

Council:

I herewith s u b m i t m y r e p o r t as S u p e r i n t e n d e n t of
Burials for the y e a r e n d i n g M a r c h 10th, 1 8 9 1 .
T h e following is a list of d e a t h s as r e p o r t e d to me with a g e , disease a n d where buried.
GENTLEMEN

DATE.

:

NAMES.

AGE.

DISEASE.

BURIED.

Montville.
9 Phoebe T. Knowlton
72 yrs La Grippe.
Riverside.
Apoplexy.
16;Mrs. Mary A. Woods
61
..
La Grippe.
Rockland.
20 Ira T. Lovejoy
31
Dropsy.
Mt. Pleasant.
21 8. W. Fairfield
47
Old age.
24 J . M. Potter
77
Consumption.
4.
25 Adolph Madore
55
St. Marv's.
Gastritis.
26 T. E. McGrath
..-32
Mt. Pleasant.
Old age.
27 George S. Church
30
u
Ty. Pneumonia. Athens.
27 Mrs. Eleanor Spear
81
La Grippe.
28 Harvey G. Clark
22
Mt. Pleasant.
28 Marie Biledue
5 inos Pneumonia.
Forest Grove.
u
29 Emile Barbier
65 yrs
Vassalboro.
Apoplexy.
Apr. 29 Joshua Robbins
33
Bethel.
Consumption.
29 Mrs. Judge Woodbury
73
( hronic ulcer. Peed cemet'ry
4 Artemas McKay
56
Consumption.
Mt. Pleasant.
'Old age.
5 Mrs. Ruth (i. Brooks
73
St. Mary's.
i Pneumonia.
5 Asaph Works
71
Leeds.
11111.-> 111. of Brain
6 Mrs. A. Whitney
S8
Pittston.
Dropsy.
8 J o h n Colburn
82
Cottle cemet'y
Old age.
u
8 Frank Cottle
37
Mt. Pleasant.
Blight's disease Sidney.
t.
8 Mrs. Flora Chase
66
Old age.
Mt. Pleasant.
13 Mrs. Marv E. Stinson
78
'Consumption.
13 Mrs. Louisa W h i t e . . ,
85
u
Old age.
Mt. Vernon.
Intends.
Bolton Hill.
18 M. P . Faught
'
72
Dyspepsia.
St. Mary's.
18| Samuel Sears
84
La Grippe.
Mt. Pleasant.
231 Wellington Smith
72
Typhoid fever. Boston.
It
24' Mrs. Julia A. Town
82
Inflam. of Spine Forest Grove.
O. E. Michaelis
46
May 24' Maj.
Mrs. Priscilla Bolton
56
< )ld age.
Cross Hill.
Gardiner
78
24 Mrs.
Mrs. Elvira
E. L. McGuinness...
60
Mt. Pleasant.
Mrs. Mary
Almaretta
24 Miss
N.. L Mulligan..
a r r a b e e . . . 23
7 mos Catarrahal fever
26 Miss Maude D e w e y . . . . . . . 16 yrs

Mar.

. w
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DATE.

NAMES.

AGE.

DISEASE.

BURIED.

N. H.
47
Cancer.
3 Mrs. M. E. Andrews
50
Mt. Pleasant.
u
Epilepsy.
3 Miss Helen Pullen
50
u
Accident.
4 Mrs. Benj. Shaw
50
Forest Grove.
Consumption.
SJ Stephen P . Eaton
77
Sidney.
5, Mrs. Emeline Spaulding.. 28
Bronchitis.
Riverside.
Sj W. H.
Keene 54
Consumption.
Forest Grove.
13 W. H. Bigelow
25
Partial paralysis Riverside.
75
18 Mrs. Ida M. Gardner
Reed cemet'ry
Consumption.
69
Mt. Pleasant.
20
Mrs.
Margaret
McDavid...
June
Pneumonia.
1 Mrs. Harriet N. B r y a n t . . . 13
Typhoid fever.
53
Oakland.
Accident.
8 Miss Maude M. Hill
35
Mt. Pleasant.
Hemorrhage.
9 Riley Cochrane
S3
Bolton Hill.
Heart
disease.
13,William Nichols
GO
Mt.
Vernon.
Bright"? disease.
is
Riverside.
14 M rs. Ann M. Barrows
Consumption.
57
15 Mrs. Chas. Lothrop
Soft'g of brain. Mt. Pleasant.
90
15 Miss Lizzie Day
iCancer.
Vesta T. Blackwell.. 50
Heart failure.
17 Mrs.
Guy Turner
28
Cony cemet'y.
Consumption.
Miss
Ida
A.
Knowles
20 William Kennedy.
Riverside.
74
Colic.
24o Martin Peaslee
•_>
St. Mary's.
Diphtheria.
25 Miss Mamie Crowley
s
July 28
3!)
Consumption.
o2 Catherine J. O'Brion
SI
Riverside.
2 Mrs. Annie F. Clancy
Heart failure.
IS
4 Mrs. Barbara Rideout
Typhoid fever. Mt. Pleasant.
Hallowell.
SI
5 Pcpetude Pare
Old age.
Mt. Pleasant.
56
G Mrs. Caroline M. L i b b y . . .
Diabetis.
Oakland.
11
iConsumntion.
7 Moses S. Moulton
Mt. Pleasant.
8
8 Mrs. Sylvia W. Estes
4 mos Cholera infant'm Lawson cem.
yrs Drowned.
Windsor.
13 Joseph Cota
28
Consumption.
Mt.
Pleasant.
24
15 Ervin Lovejoy
Riverside.
Puerp'l
convul's
2!)
21 Mrs. Nellie E. Bryant
Pelvic abscess. St. Mary.
23
23 Mrs. Minnie M. Clark
Mt. Pleasant.
Consumption,
G
23 Mrs. Julia A. Shorey
mos
Cholera
infant'm
5
Lawson cein'y
Aug. 31 John Farald
58 yrs Cancer,
31|Ed\vard Rodrique
8 mos Cholera infant'm Mt. Pleasant,
it
31 Joseph Quirion
G
Canada.
4 Miss Louisa M. Newell.... 31 yrsAccident.
Mt. Vernon.
Heart
disease.
6 Mabel A. Smith
73
Mt. Pleasant.
5
Accident.
8 Joseph Rodrique
8 mos Cholera infant'm
10 Joseph Bernard
65 yrs|Heart disease.
10 Thomas Fuller
2 mos ( holera infant'm
Boston.
11 Margaret Rodrique
77 yrs Bronchitis.
5 mos Cholera infaufm Mt. Pleasant.
llj Mamie Verreau
u
19 Mrs. Elizabeth G. Thome. 18 yrs Typhoid fever.
u
6
mos
Cholera
infant'm
22 Damos Leclair
50 yrs General debility. St. Marv's.
23 S. S. Lyman
Bolton Hill.
6 mos Pneumonia.
2-1 Joseph Goguon
18 yrs Typhoid fever. Mt. Pleasant.
25 Philiaas Veiliuk
I yr Cholera infant'm
k
6 mos
'
28 Miss Bertie Nichols
28 Mrs. Julia Rice
30 Ida M. Haskell
30 Odellia Devaue
31 Eleadia Goselue
31 Alphonse Bolduce

May
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L I S T O F BURIALS—Continued.

DATE.

NAMES.

DISEASE.

BURIED.

.

Aug. 311 Mrs. Frances Philbrick
Heart disease. Mt Vernon.
Cholera infant'm Mt Pleasant.
Sept. lJ Marie Dutill
7 Edward Turgen
1J George Fournier
|9 vk Typhoid fever.
17 Philias Villiux
14 yrs
u
Forest Grove.
20 Marie Lajoie
22
Mt. Pleasant.
23 Gilbert Pullen
80
Bronchitis.
24 Joseph Fortier
2 mos Cholera infant'm
cor
25 |Odelia Lajoie
22 yrs Typhoid fever. (Brackett's
helsea.
:
97
Old age.
Mt. Pleasant.
Oct. 28 Benjamin Newman
25 Jacob W. Rhodes
62
Heart disease.
Mt. A'ernon.
6i
MarieMary Sawver
Nedeau
4 inos Jaundice.
Cholera infant'm Mt. Pleasant.
7 Miss
84
Forest Grove.
Robert
Newcomb
84 yrs| Old
age.
lO6 Miss
Annie
C. Percival
'37
Epilepsy.
Riverside.
13 W. H. Wilson
29
( onsumption.
Mt. Vernon.
13 Mrs. Tabatha Day
84
Old age.
Mt.Pleasant.
u ! Arthur Pekin
18
Typhoid fever. Riverside.
14 Mrs. Fannie Callahan
73
Pneumonia.
Mt. Vernon.
17 Joseph Farnham
05
Congest'n lungs. Vassalboro.
21 Henry H. Bobbins
59
Heart disease. Riverside.
24 Mrs. Myra Leavitt
23
Consumption.
24 Mrs. Ruhannah C h u r c h . . . 89
Old age.
Mt. Pleasant.
27 Henry E. Turner
3 mos Whoop'g
Accident. cough |Lewiston.
1 yr Bright's
Pneumonia
disease. Mt. Vernon.
Nov. 28 Ede Thitedeau
Athens.
29 Leavitt 8. Masterman
38 yrs Pneumonia.
Mt. Pleasant.
1 Samuel Pike
76
i
•*
Cancer.
3 Mrs. Cora York
• 128
Heart disease. Riverside.
3 Marie Thitedeau
10 dys Bright's disease. Mt. Pleasant.
9 Mrs. Maria Hersom
64 yrs Cancer.
St. Mary's.
Pelvic abscess. Mt. Pleasant.
10 Alfred Turner
74
Lawson cem'y
Old age.
l l . T h o s . Motherwell
63
it
'Mt. Vernon.
12 Patrick Mulqueen
46
|St. Mary's.
13 Mrs. Sadie B. Beck
35
Mt. Pleasant.
14 Mrs. Lydia L. Lawson
85
(Riverside.
JMt. Pleasant.
14 George P . Day
'89
Forest Grove.
18 Annie L. Rosiguault
16 mo. Convulsions.
Pleasant.
22 Marie Bernard
10 dys Pneumonia.
Dec. 25 Mrs. Ida M. Day
31 yrs Typhoid fever
Forest Grove.
205 Marie
Gaynon
4 mos iPii'
umonia.
[Typhoid
fever. Canada.
Henri Millon
75
296 Josiah
76 yrs <Consumption.
>ld age.
Joseph P . Wyman
Demont
20
TyphoidparalysisiMt
fever. Mt. Pleasant.
306 Mrs.
Harriet
Packard
77
"
.Partial
John Mayo
Disease of brain.
3GJohn
\315mosjPneumonia.
AliceRancourt
M. Libby
Lungage
fever.
Riverside.
3r, Mrs.
Louise
Briggs
j89
yrsjOld
Bright's disease. Mt. Pleasant,
Mrs. Lvdia Ann L e a v i t t . . . 68
u
Pneumonia.
7 Calvin R. Sears
69
Inflam. of stomU John Barnard
1
ach and bowels Mt. Pleasant.
11 James E. Haskell
24
iSoftn'g
of brain.
(17
11 Ephraim Bryant
Accident.
Hallo well.
25
13 George F. Thompson
.1
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L I S T O F BURIALS—Concluded.

DATE.

NAMES.

Dec. 19 Joseph H. Clapp
Li
21 |Mrs. Hattie Taylor
u
21 Mrs. Mary A. Calder.. ..
21 Mrs. Betsey Leighton...
23 Mrs. Isabelle Harvey . ••
11
23| Mrs. Orinda Curtis
It
23 Sarah E. Smith
I.
24 Mrs. Abbie W. Allen
25 Rev. J . H. Pratt
It
26 Mrs. Rachel N. Perkins.
Jan. 29j George A. Kimball
w
1 Joseph Veilaux
Oj George C.. Howard
..
Jewett
13 Lucinda
Harold E.B.Dow
17 Aaron Day
20
is Joseph Pomerlo
27 Mrs. Martha Ellis
27|Shepard Wood
Feb. 29|Dostie Phillippe
2 Mrs. Elizabeth H. Parrott
6| Marie Verlaux
u
8 Eve Cloutien
u
11 Rosana Mithoier
i;
12
Earle L. Noble
u
13
Willie Shaw
i.
13
Frank E . Moore
..
u
16 Delvona Voulen
IS Archille Bolduse
18 Orin N. Chamberlain
IS Fred B. Moore
20 Adella Lipage
24j Blanche Courette
Mar. 24'Marcellus Chandler
26 Robert Wallace
28 Mrs. Eliza Britt
1 Mrs. Mary B. Gould
2 J. Harden Morse
u
6 Mrs. Julia Routh
6 Virgil Ballard
6: Harrison G. clark
9 John H. Hartwell
10Chas. W. Abbott

AGE.

DISEASE.

84
Old age.
23
Tumor.
85
Old age.
85
i Pneumonia.
47
Ty. pneumonia.
76
Old age.
5 mos Lung lever.
91
IOld age.
74
70
Heart failure.
6
Typhoid fever.
1 day Pneumonia.
29 yrs Consumption.
7. mos Whoop'g cough,
27 yrs Consumption.
75
Old age.
2 mos ( Pneumonia.
78 yrs Heart disease.
41 '
Accident.
10 mo. Pneumonia.
49 yrs Tumor.
day Pneumonia.
mos

BURIED.

Forest Grove.
Vassalboro.
China.
Brackett's cor
Riverside.
Cottle cemet'y
Mt. Pleasant.
Forest Grove.
Mt. Pleasant.
u

Canaan.
Mt. Pleasant.
Riverside.
.1

Mt. Pleasant.
Forest Grove.
Mt. Pleasant.

11

yrs!

u

mos Accident.
0

Riverside.
Mt. Pleasant.

r
15 yrs Tj phoid fever.
Paralysis.
63
Typhoid fever. Anson.
122
20
Mt. Pleasant.
9 mos Pneumonia.
79 yrs Old age.
4 days Cholera infant'm
-14 vrs Typhoid fever.
it
71 " Acute brouchitis
Bright'* disease. Mt. V e m ' n M e
65
Consumption.
40
Mt. Pleasant.
Liver trouble.
79
Reed cemet'ry
Old age.
80
Bolton Hill.
.Cancer.
85
Mt. Pleasant.
Typho-malarial
38
fever.
Mt. Pleasant.
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CEMETERY LOTS SOLD

Mt. Pleasant, paid

$280 00

Riverside, paid

$280 00
100 00

Total Sales
Expended on account of cemeteries

$380 00
134 07

Balance in favor of cemeteries

$245 93

Respectfully submitted,
R E U E L W . C A R L E T O N , Superintendent

of

Burials.

CITY AUDITORS REPORT.

To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of

Augusta:

:—In compliance with the requirements of Chapter
9, Section 6, of the City Ordinances, I have carefully audited the
accounts of the Mayor and Treasurer of the City of Augusta, for
the year ending March 7th, and find them correct, and that each
item of expenditure is accompanied by its proper voucher.
For a statement in detail of receipts and disbursements, I would
refer to the accompanying reports of the Mayor and Treasurer.
GENTLEMEN

Respectfully submitted,
C. R. W H I T T E N ,
AUGUSTA,

March 16, 1891.

Auditor.

CITY ORDINANCES.

CITY O F A U G U S T A .
A N ORDINANCE TO AMEND A N ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE U S E
OF THE KENNEBEC BRIDGE AND STREETS.

Be it ordained by the City Council of Augusta,

as follows:

SEC. 1. Section one of chapter twenty-four of " A n Ordinance to
revise and consolidate the ordinances of the city," approved March
7, 1881, is hereby amended so as to read as follows:
"Section 1. No person shall ride, drive, or cause to be rode or
driven, any horse, or team of any description whatsoever, on the
Kennebec bridge, faster than six miles an hour, under a penalty not
exceeding five dollors ; and all persons are expressly forbidden to
drive across said bridge more that twenty-five horses or cattle at one
time, and to haul loads exceeding twenty thousand pounds in
weight, exclusive of the team or carriage."
S E C 2. Section two of said chapter twenty-four of the ordinance
approved March 7, 1881, is hereby repealed.
SEC. 3.
Section six of said chapter twenty-four is hereby
amended so as to read as follows :
"Section 6. A keeper of the Kennebec bridge shall be annually
appointed by the Mayor, with the advice and consent of the Board
of Aldermen, whose duty shall be to have charge of the Kennebec
bridge and protect it from injury and improper driving, prosecute
for any violation of law or ordinances relating to it, and do all that
is necessary except what is herein provided to be under the direction of the Mayor and Aldermen. The keeper of Kennebec bridge
shall have and exercise all the powers of a police officer in relation
to all violations of law and ordinances upon said bridge and it^
approaches, which shall be held to include a distance of twenty
rods from either end of the bridge. He shall be authorized to exercise and perform all the duties and powers conferred upon the City
Marshal and police, by section four of said chapter twenty-four.
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He shall receive such compensation as the Mayor and Aldermen
may allow annually."
SEC. 4. The repairs, lighting, inspection and care of said bridge
shall be under the control and direction of the Mayor and Aldermen. The Mayor and Aldermen shall cause said bridge to be
thoroughly inspected by a competent Engineer at least once each
year.
SEC. 5. Section seven of chapter eight of the Ordinance approved March 7, 1881, is amended so as to read as follows :
" S E C . 7. The Street Commissioner for the East side of the river
shall cause the snow to be removed from the sidewalks of said
bridge in winter, and shall remove from the roadway such accumulation of snow as shall be deemed necessary, and shall properly
cover said roadway with snow or ice as the Mayor and Aldermen
may direct, and the convenience of public travel may require. He
shall perform such other duties in relation to the bridge as the
Mayor and Aldermen may direct."
SEC. 6. Section one of chapter eleven of said ordinance is hereby amended so as to read as follows :
" S E C . 1. No person shall ride or drive any animal or animals
loose or attached to a carriage of any description, or cause t h e r e t o
be driven through any part of the city, within one mile and a half
of Kennebec Bridge, at a higher rate of speed than six miles an
hour, on a penalty of not less than two, or more than ten dollars."
SEC. 7. Chapter eleven is hereby further amended by adding the
following section :
" S E C . 20. The racing of horses or other animals, or teams of
any description, or of bicycles on any of the streets or roads of the
city is prohibited, on a penalty of not less than five, or more than
ten dollars, to be recovered on complaint."'
SEC. N. This ordinance shall take effect when approved.

IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

July 2, 1890.

This ordinance having had two several readings under a suspension of the rules, is passed to be ordained.
W.

H.

WILLIAMS,

President Board of

Aldermen.

&1

CITY ORDINANCES.
IN COMMON COUNCIL,

July 2, 1890.

This ordinance having had two several readings, as amended, is
passed to be ordained under a suspension of the rules.
LENDALL

President

A N ORDINANCE

REGULATING

Common Council, pro tern.

THE S P E E D

CITY OF

TITCOMB,

OF STREET CARS IN THE

AUGUSTA.

Be it ordained by the City Council of Augusta,

as follows:

SEC. 1. No street car or other vehicle for the conveyance of
passengers shall be propelled by electrical, horse, or other power,
through any of the streets of the city north of the State House, at
a higher rate of speed than six miles an hour ; and the rate of speed
for such car or vehicle on Water street, between Laurel and Court
streets, shall not exceed five miles per hour.

I N BOARD OF ALDERMEN,

July 2, 1890.

This ordinance having had two several readings under a suspension of the rules, is passed to be ordained.
W.

H.

WILLIAMS,

President Board of

Aldermen.

July 2,'1890.
This ordinance having had two several readings under a suspension of the rules, is passed to be ordained.
IN COMMON COUNCIL,

LENDALL

TITCOMB,

President Common Council, pro tern.

SCHOOL REPORTS
OF THE

CITY OF AUGUSTA
FOR THE

YEAR ENDING MARCH

31,1891.

AUGUSTA:
PRESS OF THE MAINE FARMER.

1891.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 1891-92.

GEORGE E. WEEKS, Chairman

Term expires, 1892

WINFIELD S. CHOATE

"

1893

JOHN O. WEBSTER, Secretary

"

1894

COMMITTEE ON H I G H SCHOOL.

JOSEPH H. MANLEY.
CHARLES E. NASH.

REPORT OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

To Hi* Honor the Mayor and Gentlemen of the City Council of the
City of Augusta :
We have the honor to present our report as Superintending
School Committee, for the year ending March 31, 1891 ;
The number of scholars in the city April 1, 1890, Was 2762,—
of whom there were 1775 in the Village District, 536 in the W i l liams District, and 451 in the rest of the city—an increase of 148from the preceding year.
The amount of money available for school purposes was as follows :
Appropriated by City Council for common schools
$6,932 80
u
Received from the State
"
5,160 41
Raided by Milage Dist. by special taxation, 87,088 33,
of which there was for school purposes
6,000 00
Raised by Williams Dist. by special taxation, Si,586 86,
of which there was for school purposes
1,086 00
Appropriated by City Council for Cony Free High School 4,500 00
Received from the State
"
"
250 00
Total amount for school purposes

$23,929 21

The apportionment of the $12,093 21 ($6,932 80 from the city
and 85,160 41 from the State) available for common school purposes was as follows :
Village District
Williams District
Common school account (Country schools)
Total

$6,478 75
1,956 40
3,658 06
$12,093 21
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Table Showing

the Number of Scholars Registered, and the
Attendance of the Schools for
1890-91.

N A M E OF SCHOOL

NAME OF TEACHER.

^25

Average
Attendance.

Spring
Term.

3S

34

— »-

I "Sis
Brackett
Jewett
Stone
Leighton
Cony
Ballard
North Parish
Fletcher
Howard
Hospital
Church Hill..
Hewins
Spaulding...
Bolton Hill..
Howe
Stony Brook.
Ward R o a d . .
Well man

Sara A. Erskine..
Carrie Erskine
Jennie E. Lord
Lillian M. White.
Myrtle M. Brann.
Eula C. Hersom..
Eliza E.Ellis
Louise E. Sanborn
Celia Perry
Emma Clark
Elma Clark
Mertie L. Smith..
Mary N. Jackson.
Kate M. Phelan..
Mary True
Maude E . Reed
Mabel L. Russell.
Annie W. Bean —
Elma Clark
Effie Stackpole —
Eva E. Glidden...
Elzora A. Wilson.
Mae H. Y o u n g . . . .
Ellen A. White...
Ellen M. Lampson
Arda B. Warren..
Viola M. Mosher.
Effiie M. Lampson.

Fall
Term.

10

15

13

o

16
8

7
14

5
13

1
If
•a si

§ij s i b£-2 i Xito ^
is Hi1 £- I s

<<3 Z K
30

14
14

15 12.7 12
21
10

Winter
Term.

*6

S
s 10
18 15 18
12 10.9 15
11 10 17
13

Average

20
8
5

4! i

31

25.7
9.4 12 11 13
14 15 11.5 20
13.2 9 7.3 15
22
14.2
20 17
29
12 16 13
19
10
16 12
15
10
i
5
18 16 14 24
10
9
5
7
4
5
5

1(3 12
14

12

27 22.4

34

30 25 21 15
8 7.3 14 9.4 11 8.6
9
8
7
5
5
7
is i.i p.

14
10
20

12 10 9.5
8.6 9 7.8
4

13
10

11 ! 9.8
9 G.3

13
9
9

SUMMARY O F STATISTICS O F T H E 18 SUBURBAN S C H O O L S .

Spring.
Number of pupils registered
261
Average number attending
224
Percentage of scholars registered
57.8
Number of terms taught
18
Number taught by female teachers.. 18

Vail.

259
214
57.4

18
18

Winter.
22S

Year.
342

185.4
50 5

207.8
75.8

17
17

53
53

Average wages of female teachers per week, including board
The length of the school year was
The greatest number of daily recitations in any school was
"smallest
"
"
"
u
average

$6 65
27 weeks.
45
12
23
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For the expenditures of the Village and Williams districts, see
their Directors' reports.
The following is an account of the receipts and disbursements
for the country schools :
RECEIPTS.

Apportionment
Received for old Jewett school house
Overdrawn

$3,658 06
20 25
184 27

Total

$3,862 58
DISBURSEMENTS.

Paid teachers
Fuel
Furniture and repairs
Maps, charts and supplies
Building fires, labor, etc
Overdrawn, 1S89-90

$3,180
267
216
61
135

'I'

Total

50
46
28
97
46
91

$3,862 58
T E X T BOOK

ACCOUNT.

Appropriation
Sanford Legacy
Additional appropriation
Overdrawn (paid)

$410
90
214
58

Amount expended

$773 02

ESTIMATE FOR TEXT-BOOKS

FOR

For country schools
For Cony High School

00
00
11
91

1891—92.
$175 00
125 00

Total

$300 00
COMMITTEE.

The occurring caused at the beginning of the year was filled by the
re-election of Mr. Choate, and the committee organized as follows :
George E. Weeks, Chairman, term expires
J o h n O. Webster, Secretary,
"
"
Winfield S. Choate,
"
"

1892
1891
1893

As in previous years, Dr. Webster was designated as acting
Superintendent.
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SCHOOLS AND

TEACHERS.

For Village and Williams Districts, see their Directors' reports
on later pages of this volume; the following includes only the
eighteen rural schools.
Miss Sara A. Erskine taught the Brackett school during the
spring and fall terms. Having received an appointment in the
village district, she was succeeded for the winter term, by her sister,
Miss Carrie. Both of the Misses Erskine are first-class teachers,
and the school made excellent progress during the year.
The Jewett school was in charge of Miss Jennie E. Lord for the
year. She was already known as an excellent teacher, and her
work here was satisfactory in every respect. The new schoolhouse was occupied for the winter term, evidently with great
pleasure on the part of the school. We regret that there are not
more scholars to occupy it.
Miss Lillian M. White was continued in the Stone school this
year. She continued to do good work, and improves each year in
teaching. The final examination was attended by two of the committee and was extremely satisfactory.
The Leighton school was taught for the year by Miss Myrtie M.
Brann—her third year of teaching under our supervision. She is
steadily growing as a teacher, and her work this year was greatly to
her credit.
Miss Eula C. Hersom had charge of the Cony school during the
spring and fall terms. As noted last year, she is a Normal school
graduate and a very efficient teacher ;—so efficient that she received
an appointment in the Village district during vacation, and we were
obliged to find another teacher for this school. We were fortunate
in securing the services for the winter term, of Miss Eliza E. Ellis,
a graduate of Gorham Normal school and a teacher of much experience. The school was large during the last two terms, and the
work done was profitable.
Miss Louise E. Sanborn was retained in the Ballard school for
the Spring term. I t is needless to say that it was, in every respect,
a successful term. Miss Sanborn felt obliged to give up the school
in the summer; but the pupils have been fortunate in having for
teacher during the remainder of the year, Mrs. F . L. Perry, who is
well known to be one of our most successful teachers. Several
large boys attended during the winter, and the term was very interesting and profitable.
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The North Parish school was taught during the spring and fall
by Miss Emma Clark, and in the winter by her sister, Miss Elma.
Both the Misses Clark are graduates of Castine Normal school, and
are excellent teachers. So far as we can see, they are equally
capable and efficient. Miss Emma has been teaching in the Village
district Grammar school during the winter; and her sister, who
had taught the Hewins school in the fall, preferred to change and
take her sister's place here.
Miss Mertie L. Smith had charge of the Fletcher school for the
spring and fall terms. As stated last year, she is a very efficient
teacher. As she was compelled to give up the school on account of
ill-health, Miss Mary N. Jackson was secured as teacher for the
winter term. She had previously taught several terms under our
charge, and has always met with success.
This school is very small, and it seems desirable that some plan
be devised by which the three schools on the Bangor Road can be
merged into two.
I t is unnecessary to say anything further in regard to the successful character of the Howard school for the year, than the bare
statement that it was in charge of Miss Kate M. Phelan. The school
needed just the thorough drill that it has received at her hands, and
its improved condition is very gratifying.
The Hospital school was taught in the spring by Miss Mary
True, and in the fall and winter by Miss Maude E. Reed. Miss
True is a graduate of our high school and had had some previous
experience in teaching. Her work here was thoroughly satisfactory.
Miss Reed began the spring term but was soon obliged to relinquish it
on account of ill-health ; from which she recovered so as to teach
in the fall and winter. She had already taught one year under our
supervision, and in this school she improved upon the good record
that she had already made. The school is extremely small, and it
is to be wished that the pupils might be provided for in the Williams district.
Miss Mabel L. Russell, one of our high school graduates, taught
the Church Hill school for the year. I t was a very small school
but a very food one. Miss Russell showed unusual aptitude for
teaching, and her work compared favorably with that of teachers
of much greater experience.
Miss Annie W . Bean was retained in the Hewins school for the
sprino* term. It is needless to say that she fully maintained her
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reputation as one of our best teachers, since she was appointed, at
the beginning of the fall term, first assistant in the Village District
Grammar school. We have already commended Miss Elma Clark,
who taught the fall term. Miss Effie Stackpole, the teacher during
the winter term, is a young lady of considerable experience, and her
work was satisfactory.
The Spaulding school was taught in the spring by Miss Eva E.
Glidden, a student of Castine Normal school and an excellent
teacher. This is a large school and difficult to teach and discipline,
but Miss Glidden fully met its requirements. As ill-health compelled her to resign in the summer vacation, we secured the services
of Miss E. A. Wilson, a teacher of much experience, who came very
highly recommended. She was retained during the remainder of
the year.
Miss Mae H. Young, a graduate of our high school, taught the
Bolton Hill school during the year—her first experience in teaching.
She is a faithful, hard-working teacher, and her year's work was
thoroughly successful.
It is needless to say that the Howe school was successfully carried on during the year by Miss Ellen A. AVhite, as her reputation was already well established. But for the fact that it is more
convenient for her to teach here we should give her a much larger
and more advanced school. This is a very small school and is
likely to continue so. It should be united with the Bolton Hill
school, the school house being placed about midway between the
present locations of the two.
The Stony Brook school continued for the spring term in charge
of Mrs. Ellen M. Lampson. She was succeeded for the fall and
winter by Miss Arda B. Warren. Both of these teachers are so
well known and of such high standing that it is unnecessary to say
that all the terms were profitable.
Mrs. Viola M. Mosher remained in the Ward Road school for
the year. Under her efficient instruction for several successive
years, this has become, though small, a school of excellent standing.
The Wellman school was in charge of Miss Effie M. Lampson,
a graduate of our high school—her first experience in teaching.
The school was considerably broken up in the fall by illness of the
teacher, and not much progress was made. Owing to the pupils
being few and mostly small, and the early coming of deep snows,
it was not considered expedient to have a winter term.
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We were able to carry on the schools only for 27 weeks, the
same as for several previous years. As the city appropriation will
now be considerably increased, under the new census, we believe
it will be proper to apportion to the country schools, money
enough to give them 30 weeks a year.
We were able to secure in the spring, several additional trained
teachers, and to considerably raise the average quality of our
teaching force. Seven of the teachers employed within the year
had received normal school training.
There have been more changes than usual, and we lost several of
our best teachers, most of them, however, going into the graded
schools of the city. As a general thing the teachers secured in their
places have done good work, though not in all cases equal to that
of their predecessors.
The amount of school money raised by the city per annum has
been $6,932.80. As the appropriation will now be based upon the
census of 1890, the sum will have to be increased to $8,421.60.
This will to a slight extent relieve the chartered districts from the
inequality that has existed ; but it would be much fairer for the
city to appropriate at least 810,000 for common schools.
This, with the $5,000 upon which we can probably depend from
the State, would still leave quite an amount to be raised by district
taxes to provide for their increased amount of schooling.
JEWETT SCHOOL HOUSE.

The city council appropriated at the beginning of the year,
8867.20 for a new building to take the place of the old Jewett school
house. It was thought best to expend §25 in enlarging the lot,
which left $842.20 for the building. No bids were received which
came within these figures ; but the Committee on Schools were
finally able to contract with Fletcher & Bobbins to erect, the building for the amount, including the plans which had been made by
Mr. Fletcher. This left the furniture to be purchased from the
school funds, except a small amount received from the old building
which was devoted to this purpose.
The new building is undoubtedly the best country school house in
the county, and is an honor to the city. It contains a school room
24 feet square and 12 feet high, well lighted from the left and rear,
with blackboards of the best quality on the right and in front. It
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is heated by a jacketed stove, taking in and warming a good supply
of fresh air; while the chimney acts as a ventilating flue, the smoke
passing through an iron pipe in the center and heating it sufficiently
to produce an active upward draught.
[The ventilator in the
chimney and the air-box under the floor must never be closed
during school hours.]
There are also ample cloak rooms, one on each side of the
entrance hall, and an ell containing a wood-room and boys' and
girls' privies,—the former entered from out-of-doors, the latter
through the wood-room.
OTHER SCHOOL

HOUSES.

If the Stone school house is to continue in use, it should be
thoroughly repaired. I t needs new clapboarding, new windows,
and some internal repairs. If the furniture from the old Jewett
school house—which is very good of its kind—be used, probabably
all can be done for not much over $100.
We have painted the Fletcher school house the past year. The
Cony and Brackett houses are sadly in need of painting outside,
and it should be done the coming year. There are some other
repairs needed. I t is also necessary to provide closets for books in
the school houses. Only the new Jewett school house is so provided, and it has been necessary to carry books to private houses
for safe keeping during vacations. Probably suitable cases, with
locks, can be furnished for $5 each, or $85 for the 17 school houses.
This, and the repairs already noted as necessary, will make a total
of $300 that should be appropriated for school buildings for the
coming year.
The Bolton Hill school house is in poor condition and should not
go much longer without thorough repairs. Before these are made,
however, we recommend its removal about three-fourths of a mile
south, and the abandonment of the Howe school.
TEXT

BOOKS.

The schools are now pretty well supplied with books, there being
767 books belonging to the city in use in the country schools and
1243 iu the high school. They have, as a rule, been well cared for,
very few being injured except as necessarily worn from use. In
connection with our financial statement we present a careful es-
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timate of the amount needed for this purpose for the coming year.
In purchasing books, we have bought two kinds of readers in
each grade; so that pupils, when familiar with a reading book,
can change for another of the same grade. This is a great advantage, as nothing is as promotive of careless reading as continued use of a book after its selections have become familiar.
Besides this, nearly all the schools now have the Child's Book of
Nature for supplementary reading in the Fourth, and several of
them the Brief History of Maine in the Fifth Reader grade. They
are all well supplied with Mental Arithmetics and U. S.
Histories, both of which were little used under the old system.
W e have also provided for each teacher a book entitled Topics in
•Geography, and expect it to be used constantly in teaching. Every
text book on geography has much matter that should not be learned
T)y the pupil, but only read over at most; and it is sometimes a
puzzle to the teacher to know what to omit,—a puzzle that is
too often solved by requiring all to be learned, as if all were of
equal importance. The result is that the really important points
fail to be impressed on the mind as they should, because they are
not brought out distinctly and separated from the mass of chaff by
which they are surrounded. This book will show the teacher what
to teach and, what is fully as important, what not to teach.
In arithmetic a great advance was marked two years ago, by the
introduction of Wheeler's Second Lessons. It was prepared by the
editor of the present edition of Colburn's First Lessons, and is designed to follow that book, carrying the inductive method of Warren Colburn into the higher processes of arithmetic. Its work is
practical, the puzzles and useless matter found in many arithmetics
being carefully eliminated; and it teaches by the only correct
method. All pupils who have advanced through fractious in Colburn, will begin this book ; and the Complete Arithmetic is hereafter to be used, except by those who have already begun it, only
in the last year of the course.
The books now used for teaching the English language are in
marked contrast to the grammars formerly in vogue. Instead of a
lot of rules from the Latin, conveying no meaning to most of the
pupils learning them, and an artificial system of parsing and analysis, they teach the proper method of speaking and writing the English lan^ua^e, the end at which the old grammars professed to aim,
but which they lamentably failed to attain.
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TEACHERS'

MEETINGS.

The teachers' meetings have been carried on successfully during
the year, and have been even more valuable and interesting than
ever before. Finding that our country school teachers were unnecessarily irregular in their attendance, we issued the following circular, a copy of which is hereafter to be given to every teacher employed. When we employ a teacher, it is to be considered a part
of the contract that she will attend these meetings regularly.
"TO TEACHERS.
The teachers of our country schools have become very remiss in attending the teachers' meetings. As has been several times stated in school reports, every teacher of a school under our charge is expected to attend
these meeting regularly. Habitual neglect of them will seriously impair
the standing of teachers so offending, and render doubtful their retention
in our schools.
The teachers' meetings are of the most vital importance to all teachers,
especially those who have not the advantage of a normal school training.
Teachers who fail to realize their importance show that they have no true
appreciation of the necessities of their calling.
By order of the Committee,
J. O. WEBSTER, SECRETARY

COURSE

OF

STUDIES.

The course of studies has now been in use long enough so that r
with proper co-operation on the part of teachers, the classes in all
the schools ought to be closely following it. The committee cannot
keep the run of every scholar, and cannot tell whether a teacher
calls for books more advanced than ought to be used by a class, until the final examination. Teachers must divest their minds of the
idea that pupils should advance to a higher book in a subject, when
the lower book is completed, without regard to their standing in
other studies. In geography, for example, several classes are in
the larger book that have not advanced in their other studies beyond
the Fourth Reader grade. This makes an unnecessary number of
classes, and impairs the efficiency of the school.
Teachers must keep closely to the course of studies as published
in this report, and so arrange the lessons that all the studies in a
grade shall be completed in the same length of time. Pupils will
vary somewhat in the time required for each grade ; but usually the
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Fourth Reader grade will need two years, and the Fifth Reader
grade three years, for its completion, the lower grades taking about
one year each. No attempt has been made at close grading, but
sufficient latitude is given to meet all needs, without any necessity
for the assumption of greater latitude by the teacher.
Several pupils completed the course and graduated at the close of
the spring term. Some of them have entered the high school, and
we hope that others may do so the coming fall.
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. E. WEEKS, ) Superintend in<i
J. O. WEBSTER, \
School
W. S. CHOATE, ) Committee.
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COURSE OF STUDIES FOR UNGRADED SCHOOLS.

PRIMER GRADE.

Reading—To be taught from the blackboard, charts, Monroe's Primer,
etc.
Spelling—By sounds and letters, the words in the reading lessons.
Xttmbers—Develop the idea of numbers from 1 to 10, counting with real
objects.
Writing—On slates, small letters, short words and sentences.
Oral Instruction in language, color, form and size. Calkin's Primary
Object Lessons will indicate the kind and amount of work to be done
under this head.
FIRST READER GRADE.

Reading—Monroe's First Reader and supplementary reading.
Spelling—By sounds and letters, words in reading lessons.
Xumbers—One to twenty. Teach all the combinations possible, using
no number larger than twenty.
Writing—Capitals ; a part of the reading lesson daily.
Oral Lessons—Language;
the five senses, their organs and use.
SECOND R E A D E R

GRADE.

Reading—Monroe's Second Reader; supplementary reading.
Spelling—Roth oral and written; words from reading lessons; Harrington's Spelling Book to Part I, page 40.
Xumbers—Reading and writing numbers to 1000; Roman numerals to
L X X ; Colburu's First Lessons to page 45.
Writing—Words and sentences from reading lessons; Primary Writing
Book No. 1; practice paper.
Language—Taught orally; lessons from reader.
Oral Instruction—Geography
of school yard, points of compass, parallel lines; map of the town on blackboard or paper, drawn by the teacher.
THIRD READER

GRADE.

Reading—Monroe's Third Reader; supplementary reading.
Spelling—Harrington's
Spelling Book to Part I, page 65.
Xumbers—Colburn's First Lessons, through Fractions.
Writing—Primary books, No. 2 and 3 ; practice paper.
Language Lessons of reader; description of pictures; reproduction of
stories.
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Oral Instruction—Plants and animals, parts and uses; map of County
and State. Grand divisions of land and water. County map can be
drawn by the teacher.
FOURTH READER GRADE.
Beading—Monroe's Fourth Reader; Child's Book of Nature; supplementary reading.
Spelling—Harrington's Spelling Book to Part I I , page 20.
Arithmetic—Wheeler's Second Lessons. Colburn's for mental arithmetic.
Geography—Warren's Primary, completed and reviewed; map drawing.
Language—Lessons in English, P a r t I ; oral teaching.
Writing—Books No. 1, 2 and 3.
Oral Instruction in Physiology and Zoology.
FIFTH READER GRADE.

Beading—Monroe's Fifth Reader; Young People's History ofJMaine,
supplementary reading.
Spilling—Book completed and reviewed.
Arithmetic—Wheeler's Second Lessons completed; Greenleaf'sComplete,
omitting "Six per cent. Method'' in Interest, Cube Root, and all of the
Appendix except Government Lands, Longitude and time, and Taxes;
Thomson's Intellectual Arithmetic.
Geography—Warren's Brief Course; map drawing.
Grammar—Lessons in English, Part II.
History—Higginson's Young Folks' U. S.
Physiology and Hygiene—Our Bodies and How we Live.
Writing—Books No. 4 and 5; Business Forms.
Book-Keeping—Single e n t r y ; Personal Acc'ts and C a s h A c c ' t ; no textbook.
Civil Government—-U. S. Constitution; oral instruction.

CONY FREE HIGH SCHOOL.

COMMITTEE'S

REPORT.

To His Honor the Mayor and Gentlemen of the City

Council:

We have the honor to report upon the condition and progress of
the Cony Free High School, for the year ending March 3 1 , 1891.
FINANCIAL

STATEMENT.

Receipts.
Appropriated by City Council
Received from the State
"
tuition

$4,500 00
250 00
60 00

Total

$4,810 00
Disbursements.

Paid teachers
janitor
for fuel and lights
reference books, apparatus, etc
supplies, labor, etc
deficit from 1889-90

$3,560
416
376
112
98
242

71
60
20
62
57
37

Total
Balance on hand

$4,807 07
2 93
$4,810 00
ESTIMATE FOR THE N E X T Y E A R .

For teachers
janitor
fuel and lights
reference books, etc
supplies, labor, etc

$3,750
415
375
115
97

Total
Amount to be received from State
Balance on hand

00
00
00
00
93

$4,752 93
$250 00
2 93
252 93

To be provided for

$4,500 00

CONY FREE

High

SCHOOL.
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This has been a prosperous year for the school. With teachers
fully equipped for their work, and with pupils disposed to make
the most of their time and advantages—for those not so disposed do
not generally reach the high school—it could not be otherwise.
Mr. Charles A. Brick, who had been obliged to give up teaching
temporarily on account of ill-health, had fully recovered so that he
was able to return to his work at the beginning of the fall term.
He was elected sub-principal; Mr. True, who had taken his place
as assistant during his absence, necessarily retiring. There have
been no other changes in teachers during the year.
For economical reasons, and because our pupils from outside the
Village District enter the school without previous instruction in
singing—so that only part of the school could take advantage of
the lessons given here—we deemed it best not to continue to employ a special teacher in vocal music. Daily exercises in singing
are required, however, and good work has been done in this direction. We believe that both singing and drawing should be taught
in the high school, if all the pupils could have the preliminary
training that would fit them to profit by advanced instruction.
The amount of work required for the proper teaching of bookkeeping, and the full extent to which the time of our teachers is
occupied with other work, has made it necessary to employ a
special teacher in this branch. We have been fortunately able to
secure the services of Mr. Turner of the Dirigo Business College,
who is now teacher of the class in book-keeping and will continue
his instruction during the spring term.
We have expended all the money we were able to spare for the
purpose, for several years, in the purchase of books for reference
and for reading by the pupils. There is still need of quite a large
expenditure in that direction.
Considerable interest has been manifested in regard to the fitting
up of a gymnasium for the pupils. The committee have been obliged to say that they had no funds that could be applied to that
purpose. In large cities, a gymnasium is getting to be considered
an essential for a well-equipped school. In a place of this kind,
with its ample advantages for exercise outside of school, it is less
needed. Still it would be of great advantage to the school, and we
should be glad of the means and authority to fit up a part of the
basement for a gymnasium. I t is a matter for the city council to
determine whether money shall be appropriated for that purpose,
•»
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as the committee would not be justified in using any part of the
regular appropriation in that way.
At the close of the school year, in June, graduation exercises
were held iu the afternoon of the day of public examination.
GRADUATES, JUNE,

1890.

Ena M. Chadbourne,
John J. Anderson,
Edith S. Moulton,
Harry M. Bigelow,
Stella L. Parsons,
Frank G. Farrington,
Sadie E. Whitehouse,
Harry S. Jordan,
Ralph P. Plaisted.
All of the graduates read their thesis ; and the exercises consisted wholly of their reading interspersed with orchestral music,
and the presentation of diplomas. The class was quite large and
their efforts were very creditable and highly appreciated. Graduation has become well established as a part of the final examination, instead of a special occasion as formerly. We believe the
change was judicious. The afternoon
exercises are not
necessarily to be confined to the graduating class as they were
last year ;—to what extent they are so, will depend upon the size
of the class and other circumstances.
For further information we refer you to the report of the principal, which, with the table of attendance and course of studies, you
will find appended.
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. E. WEEKS,
J. 0 . WEBSTER,
W. S. CHOATE,
J. H. MANLEY,
CHAS. E. NASH,

)
[
)
)
j

School
Committee.
City
Committee.

repoRT

OF THE PRINCIPAL
HIGH SCHOOL.

OF CONY

To the Committee of Cony High School:
: The Principal of the High School has the honor to
submit the following report for the year ending, March 31, 1891 :
In accordance with the plan approved by the committee on instruction, the course of reading required for promotion has been
pursued during the past two terms ; many of the students having
already completed the hooks for their respective classes. This iswork in the right direction. There is probably no evil more prevalent among young people than the habit of reading trashy composition, not to be dignified by the name of literature.
Nothing will do more to impair the mental faculties, and to unfit
for life's duties, than this class of reading. The public schools
possess the means of successfully combating this mischievous
practice, by enabling every child that comes within their reach to
form a taste for good literature. Experience proves that bad
books have no charm for those who are accustomed from childhood
to the influence of good reading.
The obligation rests, therefore, upon our schools to direct the
reading of the pupils from the time they enter the Primary Department until they are graduated from the High School. The idea of
teaching English Literature by one or two term's work placed near
the close of the school course, as is the practice in most Maine
schools, is absurd. It should be begun in the lowest grade and continued to the completion of the highest.
In the effort to secure the best development of youth, we have
become more and more convinced that the elements of science and
the rudiments of at least one language besides the English should
be given to the pupil much earlier in the course than at present.
And we are haartily in accord with President Eliot when he says
that the readers in Grammar and High schools should be replaced
GENTLEMEN
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by literature, and that children should begin the study of modern
or ancient languages, not later than at ten years of age.
Keeping in view the fact that the school-boy of to-day is the
statesman of to-morrow, the teachers have endeavored to awaken
an interest in current history by frequent discussions of "live
questions." With a view to aid in this direction, voluntary contributions were made by teachers and students during the term just
closed and a year's subscription purchased of four of the leading
periodicals of the day. These may be read during school hours,
when time permits, and at the close of each session are taken home
by the pupils who make the earliest application to the school librarian. It would greatly aid this work if more good literature were
available for the exclusive use of the pupils, and it is suggested
that right here is an excellent opportunity for the friends of the
school to show their appreciation of the effort to acquaint the
students with the affairs of our own times.
I t is a significant fact, that of twenty persons who responded to
the Cony Student's call for expression as to the school's greatest
need, although nine subjects were treated, seven emphasized the
need of a more complete school library. The library has come
to be so essential, as a factor in education that no discussion is
necessary to show its importance. The school's greatest ueed at
present seems to be in this direction. Piled away in a dark closet
there are more than a thousand volumes, formerly comprising the
library of the Cony Academy. Many of these books are of value,
and would be an object of interest if they could be placed in a suitable case. Sufficient provision should be made not only for these
books, but also for such other books as are now ou hand—
not reference books—and for those that may be added in the near
future. Our available space, will, at the close of the summer term,
be required for text books and works of reference.
The school is indebted to Ginn & Co., for a set of Shakespeare in
fifteen volumes, also to F . E. Fairfield for works of Scott and
Irving.
At the beginning of the fall term a change was made in the
reports. The principal reasons for the change were the impossibility of ranking justly by numerical equivalents, and existing jealousy between pupils. Thus far the results from the "Report Book"
have been gratifying.
I t was thought best, at the close of the summer term, to discon-
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tinue the teaching of music in the High School. Several causes
have combined to impair the efficiency of such teaching, and the
result was thought to be not a fair return for the outlay. But
while music is not taught, singing is by no means neglected, a few
moments are spent each morning upon selections from " T h e
Morning Hour," and the singing, conducted by the students themselves, is an enjoyable and profitable exercise.
The period previously devoted to musical instruction, has during
the past two terms, been divided between arithmetic and composition. The work in arithmetic has been largely mental with a purpose to dwell upon what seems most practical. The first class has
been instructed upon the metric system.
The work in composttion has been mainly done in connection with
the books required to be used, subjects being assigned from some one
of these books, the book being previously designated, while the
subject is not named until the time for writing. In this way a
careful reading of the book is assured and the pupil gains in facility.
This is believed to be a helpful exercise, and of practical value toall.
In the government of the school the element of fear and the dread
of punishment have had little place. The highest motives have
been appealed to, and as much liberty allowed as is found to be
consistent with the good of the school as a whole. In methods of
instruction, it has been our aim to develop power rather than to
store up facts, to educate rather than to teach.
It has been the steadfast purpose of the teachers to inspire a love
for study, to impress the importance of individual effort, not for the
sake of class standing, or for personal preferment, but rather for
the attainment of growth, for the development of manhood and
womanhood.
Believing that it is an essential part of a teacher's work to encourage the diffident and to awaken latent energy, we have sought to give
especial attention to the less brilliant pupils, and to arouse them
to a proper appreciation of their own abilities, and in all our relations with pupils we have tried to avoid the common tendency to
treat pupils en masse, seeking as far as practicable to develop individuality.
The Principal wishes to express his appreciation of the services
of the assistant.teachers. It can be said of them all that they are
alive to the welfare of the school, and are heartily in sympathy with
every movement made in its interest.
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A most satisfactory relation exists between teachers and pupils.
Whatever efforts have been made by the teachers for the good of
the school have been cordially seconded by the pupils. It is a
pleasure to be associated with such a class of young people as attend Cony High School.
If the appended table be compared with that for the year ending,
March 3 1 , 1890, it will be seen that the average attendance has increased, also, that during the year just closed, there have been less
than one-half as many cases of tardiness as in the previous year.
We are grateful for the interest manifested in the welfare of the
school on the part of parents and friends, and we extend a cordial invitation to all to consider any and every day when the school
is in session a visiting day.
Table Showing the Number of Scholars Registered, and the Average
Attendance for the Year Ending March 31. 1891.
1st
Term.

2d
Term.

3d
Term.
o
' bO

TEACHERS.

o
C

o
O

"5
>

o
p
o

>
<

o

c

>
o
bD <

2 !S

C

Mr. J . H. Parsons, Principal.
90 j 83 102 98 94 89 90
Mr. C. A. Brick, sub-Prin.. 2d & 3d terras.
Miss Helen W. Fuller.
Miss Alice S. Re}Tnolds.
Mr. Horace R. True, 1st term.
The whole number of different pupils in attendance during the
year was 132. Of these 129 were in regular courses and three
were special students.
The number of cases of tardiness during the first term were 21,
second term 19, the third term 10.
The number who were neither absent or tardy the first term was
43, the second term 5 1 , the third term 43.
Permit me, in conclusion, to express my thanks for the generous
support invariably accorded, and for the consideration with which
all suggestions have been received.
Respectfully submitted,
J . H. P A R S O N S .
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COURSE OF STUDIES.
There are three courses—English and Classical, given first in order below; English, taking the English branches at the right hand instead of
Latin; and College Preparatory, substituting Greek for the Natural
Sciences, etc., after the first year, and advanced Algebra and Geometry
for French and Astronomy the fourth year.
There are general exercises in Mental Arithmetic and Spelling, weekly;
and in Vocal Music, daily. Declamations or Recitations and Compositions are required twice each term.
,1. Algebra.
Y E A R |Q J Lessons in English with American Literature, 1st half.
rm \ Physical Geography, 2d half.
lgt

4th
r

9 T n+;n «,.„* K™I- . ~„ f Zoology, 1st half.
3. Latin-first book: or { B o t a n y , 2 d half.

'

i

j-i

. . s e , / History of Eastern Nations and Greece, \ „ rAoTrl „

LLA&fe. 4 . |

Lesgons in E n g

iishi

etCi)

2d half,

/

weeKi

J •

q,

il. Geometry.
Y E A R . -• Physics; or Greek—Grammar and Lessons.
„ T ..
~
,„
...
„ ( Arithmetic, 1 1st half.
3. Latm-CaBsar and Composition; or | Book-keeping, 2 2d half.
3d
. / History of the Roman People,
I weeklv
r
^LAbi=- 4 - \ Lessons in English, with American Literature, ( w e e K 1 J 1. French—1st and 2d Books, Reader and Grammar.
3
Y E A R O J Geology, 1st half.
l o r Greek—Anabasis and Compo' "' I English Literature, 3 2d half. J
sition.
., T ... r,.
., r ,
...
„ "I Commer'l Arithmetic. 1 1st h'lf
i. Latin-Cicero & Composition , or | c | y i l G o v e i . m a e n t , s 2 d h a l f .
\ w ee eeKk 1l v
riL
4 / English History,
CLASS. 4. j E n g l i s h Literature, f "
J0

,

• >d

f French—Grammar and Reader, 1st half.
\ Astronony, 2d half.
YEAR.
2. Chemistry'; or Greek—Iliad and Composition.
J3. Latin—Virgil & Composition; or Advanced Algebra & Geometry
4th

1
3

,

and 2 taken alternate years by Second and Third classes together.
taken alternate years by First and Second classes together.

VILLAGE SCHOOL DISTRICT.

The Directors of the Public Schools in the Village District, Au
gusta, respectfully submit the following report for the year ending
April 18, 1891 :
FINANCIAL

STATEMENT.

Receipts and Disbursements by the Board of Directors for the year
ending April 18, 1891.
RECEIPTS.

From City appropriation
Collection of taxes
G. Turner's estate
Tuition
Overdrawn

$6,478
6,228
571
8
1,701

75
17
38
00
86
$14,988 16

DISBURSEMENTS.

Paid Teachers
Janitors
Fuel, (wood and coal)
Printing and advertising
Water bills
Assessors
Repairs and supplies
Text books and supplies
Cleaning and removing ashes
Taking census
Expenses of evening school
Insurance
Directors and clerk
Interest
Miscellaneous
Collector's commission
Building account
Balance against the District last year

$8,207
630
1,076
72
125
60
714
613
66
20
440
384
80
90
115
84
971
1,239

60
85
01
84
00
00
59
24
05
00
60
75
00
00
54
07
80
22
$14,988 16
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There is a small balance from uncollected taxes, but the money
collected is considerably overdrawn. This came from the increase
in the schools, beyond the estimate; and the balance expended on
the building account, for grading, fencing, privy building, etc., unprovided for by the loan.
CUSHNOC HEIGHTS SCHOOL.
BUILDING ACCOUNT—RECEIVED.

From Augusta Savings Bank, (Proceeds of
Chestnut St. School house and interest)
Loans, Augusta Savings Bank.
Charged school expense account

941 38
9,000 00
971 80
810,913 18

EXPENDED.

Paid for land
E. E. Lewis, architect
Fletcher & Robbins, builders
J. L. Fish, labor
C. M. Drennan & Co., furnaces, etc..
A. D. Ward, heating and ventilating..
"
plumbing
J. E. Howard, masonry
A. G. Whitcomb, furniture
G. A. Blodgett, freight and trucking..
J. A. McDavid, grading
T. Fuller & Sons., gravel

$849
300
7,755
5
558
601
94
267
333
13
37
96

35
00
84
00
76
24
65
74
60
25
75
00
810,913 18

LIABILITIES OF THE DISTRICT.

Note due Aug. 2, 1891
Aug. 25, 1892
Oct. 3, 1893
Oct. 23, 1894
Jan. 14, 1896
Jan. 14, 1897

81,000
1,100
1,150
1,800
1,900
2,050

00
00
00
00
00
00

89,000 00
The above notes are held by the Augusta Savings Bank, on interest at five per cent, per annum, payable semi-annually.
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1891-92.

For teachers
Janitors
Fuel
Printing, binding and advertising
Repairs, supplies, etc
Water
Assessors, Directors and Clerk
Text books
Evening school
Contingent—labor, etc
Interest
District debt
Abatements, commission and discounts

Overdrawn

89,150
600
1,100
100
500
125
140
350
4G8
200
425
1,000
500

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$14,658 00
1,TO1 86

$16,359 86
Estimated amount to be received from the c i t y . . .
7,500 00
To be provided for

$8,859 86

Property valuation of District, 1890, $3,555,584.
Rate of taxation, 1890, 1 6-10 mills.
Number of scholars, April 1891, 1887.

Vouchers for all payments for the past and previous years are on
file at the office of the City Treasurer.
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T R E A S U R E R A N D COLLECTOR'S R E P O R T
DR.

March 7, 1890, balance
Apportionment, 1890
Taxes assessed "
Tuition
Building account

$3,214
6,478
7,098
8
9,091

9575
60
00
28

$25,891 58
CR.

Mayor's warrants
$23,043 15
Bills paid since March 1
1,445 01
Discounts
340 35
Abatements
495 52
Balance, including uncollected taxes, April 10, 1 8 9 1 . ' . .
567 55
$25,891 58
Respectfully submitted,
C N. HAMLEN,
AUGUSTA,

Treasurer.

April 11, 1891.

T A X ACCOUNT.
DR.

March, 1890, balance uncollected taxes
Assessment, 1890

$2,098 39
7,098 60
$9,196 99

CR.

Cash paid City Treasurer
Discounts
Abatements
Tax Deeds

$6,208
340
495
7

27
35
52
42

Balance uncollected taxes, March 1, 1891

$7,051 56
2,145 43
$9,196 99

Respectfully submitted,
C. N . H A M L E N ,
AUGUSTA,

April 11, 1891.

Collector.

Table /Showing the Number of /Scholars Registered, and the Aoeroj/e Attendance of the Schools for

TEACHERS.

03

Mr. G. A. Robertson, Principal . . .
Miss A. E. Colby, 1st term,
;k
A. W. Bean, 2d and od terms,
14
A. L. Towne,
" M. A . Weeks, 1st & 2d terms,
" E. Clark, 3d term,
" E. E. Jones,
tk
E. L. Howe,
" Mae Vivian, 1st & 2d terms,
li
E. C. Hersom, 3d term,
" J . M. Cottle,

303
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GRAMMAR SCHOOL

o

Whole
Number.
Average
Number.

1st Term. 2d Term. 3d Term.
SCHOOLS.

CO

1S90-91,

3

O

H

o
o
c

Assistants.

H

STATE STREET:

Primary....
Sub-Primary

Miss L. C. C o n y . . . ,
" E. M. Glidden

52
59

45
45

40
64

39
44

43
51

33
38

39
42

Miss A. R. Wheeler
" J . Selbing

44
53

37
40

42
68

35
41

42
38

29
26

34
36

GROVE STREET ;

Primary....
Sub-Primary

LAUREL H I L L :

Primary....
Sub-Primary

Miss A. M. Doherty

-

M. Cyr

CUSHNOC HEIGHTS :

Grammar
Primary
Sub P r i m a r y . .

Miss S. A. Erskine.
" F . S. Choate. •
" M. F . Phinney

KENDALL STREET :

Primary
Sub-Primary..
MR.

F . W.

Miss H. V. Enright
tw
E. M a r t e l . . .

PARKE,

Music Teacher.
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DIRECTORS.
Early in the year Mr. Wm. R. Smith, on account of ill-health,
felt obliged to resign his position on the board, and Mr. R. B.
Capen was chosen to fill out the year. The term now expires, and
it is for the district to choose a Director to fill the vacancy.
It was with great regret that we were obliged to accept Mr.
Smith's resignation. He was one of the originators of this district
and our graded school system, and has been identified with our
schools nearly all the time since the establishment of the district,
and it is largely due to his efforts that our schools have attained the
high position that they occupy.
It has been suggested that Mr. Smith's name ought to be perpetuated in connection with our schools. Our grammar school has
no distinctive name, as it ought to have, since there is now another
grammar school in the city, the Williams school, and it is no longer
proper to call ours the Augusta grammar school.
It is thought that it would be an appropriate and graceful tribute
to Mr. Smith to name our grammar school building the " W m . R.
Smith School;" the schools held in it receiving the same designation.
SCHOOLS A N D

TEACHERS.

Just after the school meeting of last year, it was found necessary
to open a school on Cushnoc Heights to receive a large number of
French children, for whom there was no room in the schools alread} 7
in existence. Rev. Mr. Hamel tendered the use of a large room in
the basement of St. Augustine's church, and it was occupied during
the remainder of the spring and the fall terms. The thanks of the
district are due to Fr. Hamel, who declined to receive any remuneration for the use of the room.
Miss Eugenia Mattel was engaged as teacher. In the fall term
the school became so large that it was necessary to employ an assistant, and Miss Hattie Enright was selected for the position.
She is a graduate of our grammar school, and had done considerable work since graduation in the training course. Both Misses
Martel and Enright are succeeding well as teachers. At the beginning of the wiuter term the school was divided and removed to the
Kendall Street school house, which was vacated by the former
schools on the completion of the new building.
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At the beginning of the fall term, Miss A. E. Colby, first assistant in the grammar school, was obliged to ask for leave of absence
for the term, and Miss Annie W . Bean was employed in her place.
Miss Colby afterwards resigned, on account of the removal of her
family to the West, and Miss Bean was elected her successor.
Miss Colby had served long, faithfully and successfully in the
school, and we regretted to lose her from our corps of teachers.
Miss Bean is a graduate of Farmington Normal school, has had a
long experience in teaching of late in one of our rural schools, and
is filling her position to our entire satisfaction.
At the close of the fall term, Miss Mae Vivian, assistant in the
Principal's room of the grammar school, resigned. She was a very
efficient teacher, whom we could ill afford to lose. She was succeeded by Miss Eula C. Hersom, a graduate of Farmington Normal
school and a teacher in one of the rural schools of the city, where
she was doing excellent work. She is succeeding well iu 4ier new
position.
Near the close of the fall term, Miss Weeks, of the fourth class
in the grammar school, was obliged to ask leave of absence on account of ill-health. Her place was filled by Miss Emma Clark, a
graduate of Castine Normal school and an excellent teacher from
one of the rural schools. Miss Weeks has now returned and resumed charge of her class at the beginning of this spring term.
I t was found necessary to relieve the over-crowded condition of
the grammar school b}T transferring pupils of the lower two grades,
vrho lived north of Bond Brook, to the new Cushnoc Heights school,
as soon as it was ready for use. Miss Sara A. Erskine was elected
teacher of the class so formed. She is an experienced teacher ; had
been in the grammar school two terms as a substitute the preceding
year, and had since been teaching in the Brackett school.
Miss Marion Bolan, teacher of drawing, has been absent from
school on account of illness, for some weeks, and is still unable to
return. Miss Snow, her classmate in the Normal Art school, is
satisfactorily acting as her substitute.
CUSHNOC H E I G H T S SCHOOL.
J u s t on the eve of the annual meeting of a year ago, the question
of additional school accommodations on Cushnoc Heights suddenly
arose, from the large increase of population incident to the filling of
s
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the new tenements of the Edwards company. There had been no
time to properly consider the matter; but at the meeting the Directors were authorized to purchase a lot and erect a building at an
expense, not exceeding $5000. We were fortunate in securing an
excellent lot 100 feet square, on the corner of Oxford and Franklin
streets, for which we paid 8600. Later in the season we were
offered the next lot west for $250, and thought it advisable to buy
it, so we now have a lot 100x150 feet.
We employed Mr. E. E. Lewis, architect, of Gardiner, to make
plans and estimates for a two story building of four rooms, the
lower story only to be finished inside that year. Finding that to
build of brick, which we deemed advisable, would cost considerably
more than we were authorized to expend, another meeting was
called, at which we were authorized to hire 67000, besides expending some money belonging to the district on deposit in the Augusta
Savings Bank. Fletcher & Robbins were the lowest bidders and a
contract was made with them for the erection of the building.
Later in the season it became evident that one of the upper rooms
would be needed by the time the house was completed, and probably the other the coming fall; we therefore decided that it would be
better to finish the whole building, and a school meeting was called,
which authorized the hiring of $2000 additional for that purpose.
The building was finished and occupied for the winter term. I t is a
plain, substantial building, as will be seen from the engraving
which forms a frontispiece to this report. All the internal arrangements are as nearly perfect as they could be made. The heating
and ventilating apparatus was arranged from plans by Prof. Woodbridge of the Mass. Institute of Technology, which we were kindly
permitted to use by the State Board of Health. I t is believed to be
the best heated and ventilated school house in the State, with possibly one exception. Two large furnaces furnish great volumes of
fresh air, warmed to about 90 degrees, sufficient to change all the
air in the building eight time an hour. Ventilating flues heated by
the iron smoke-pipes of the furnaces, remove the foul air. Except
by mismanagement, the air cannot become overheated, as it often
does by passing over steam pipes or through an ordinary furnace.
At the base of each warm air flue, just above the furnace, is a valve
controlled by the teacher in the room above, by which cold air can
be admitted when needed. The janitor has taken great pains to
learn the management of the apparatus, and what few difficulties
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were encountered at first, incident to inexperience with apparatus
of this kind, were fully overcome in a short time.
There is a fireplace in each school room, which is found very useful in cold or wet weather for warming the hands and feet or drying
the clothing of the pupils. Fires will also be built in muggy weather, in the spring and fall for ventilation.
Water was carried into the building, and there is a toilet sink in
the hall on each floor. As there is no sewer in that vicinity we were
unable to put in water-closets. The basements were finished, ventilated and piped, so that closets can be introduced as soon as a
sewer is built. The boys' and girls' basements have separate stairways and there is no chance of communication between them. They
are comfortably warmed by pipes from the furnaces, are dry and
well lighted. In fine "Cushnoc Heights School," as it has been
named, is a building of which the district may well be proud.
Three rooms are now occupied—one on the second floor by a class
of the oth and 6th grammar grades, the lower rooms by the primary
and sub-primary grades. It will soon be necessary, probably the,
coming fall, to use the other second floor room for a class of the 3d
and 4th grammar grades.
SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS.
"While we have fully supplied the needs in school accommodations of the north part of the district, the schools in the south part
are becoming crowded and demand more room. Both the Grove
street and State street sub-primary schools are much too large, and
the primary schools soon will become so, and more school room
should be supplied this year.
The Grove street school is well located on a large lot; the building is in good condition and can be enlarged to good advantage.
There is abundant room to add to it in the rear, leaving the large
yard in front as now. We recommend that it be enlarged and remodeled into a four-room school house. The plan proposed is an
addition 26x48 feet, containing girls' and boys' rooms, with water
closets, etc., in the basement—which would be entirely above
ground—and a school room, hall and stairway on each floor. The
old building would contain the heating apparatus, fuel-room, etc.,
in the cellar, and a school room and large cloak room on each floor.
The walls of the present building would not be disturbed, but the
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inside necessarily would be remodeled. Mr. Capen has made estimates of the expense, and we believe that it will not exceed $5000,
including heating and ventilating apparatus, water-closets and furniture. AVe recommend that this amount be raised for the purpose,
a part to be paid this year and the remainder in one and two years.
We recommend its payment in this way because the district debt
due in three, four and five years is considerably larger than the
first three instalments.

E V E N I N G SCHOOL.
The evening school was opened one week after the beginning of
the fall term. I t was in charge of Mr. Robertson, as last year.
T h e attendance was very good at first, but owing to the Edwards
Co.'s mills running for several evenings, many of the pupils were
unable to attend regularly, became discouraged and dropped out.
There were also many evening entertainments which interfered with
the attendance, and it became so small that it was deemed best to
close the school at the end of nine weeks.
At the beginning of the winter term the school was reopened
with a good attendance which was well maintained. The pupils
attended very regularly and the term was profitable and was continued for 31 evenings. The assistants were Mr. O. W . Turner
and Mrs. H. AW True the first term, Mrs. Peterson and two Misses
LeProhon both terms, and Miss Erskine the second term. It was
open Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings, in all 58 evenings.
We recommend its continuance for 20 weeks, or so long as found
profitable, the coming fall and winter.

THE FLAG.
The flag which waves from our grammar school building when
the schools are in session, was a gift from Mr. W m . R. Smith.
Feeling that he must soon retire from an active part in the management of the schools, and wishing to leave with them some token of
the interest he had so long felt and shown in educational matters,
he procured an elegant flag, which was presented to the school,
March 28, 1890. The occasion was observed by very interesting
exercises—musical and other—on the part of the school; the flag
was presented on behalf of Mr. Smith, by Howard Owen, in an
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able and patriotic address, and was received by Principal Robertson
with''appropriate remarks.
ATTENDANCE.
Truancy and non-attendance have given us a great deal of trouble
the past year. The Truant Officer has done as well as he could,
but his time was largely occupied with other duties. It is essential
that we have a Truant Officer who shall give his whole time to the
duties of the office while the schools are in session. The matter is
before the city council, and we have no doubt they will make a
suitable appointment at their next meeting.
Attendance was much interfered with near the close of the winter
term, by the prevailing catarrahal epidemic, and the term was
shortened one week, which will be added to the spring term.
CHAS. E. NASH, )
J. O. WEBSTER, [Directors.
R. B. CAPEN,
)

CITY ORDINANCE.

TRUANT

ORDINANCE.

Be it ordained hy the City Council of the City of Augusta, that sections one,
tv>o, three and four oj Chapter nineteen of the Ordinances of said City, shall
read as follows:
SEC. 1. All children between the ages of six and seventeen years, residing in the city of Augusta, without any regular and lawful occupation,
growing up in ignorance, shall be required, unless there be some sufficient
reason to the contrary, to attend some public or private school, or suitable place of instruction.
S i x . 2. The City Council of the city of Augusta shall annually appoint
one or more persons, who alone are authorized to make complaints as
specified in this ordinance. It shall be their duty to arrest all such children as are described in the first and third sections of this ordinance who
may be found during school hours in any of the streets, alleys, lanes,
squares, or public places of resort and amusement, aud to take them to
such schools as they are accustomed or entitled to attend, where they
shall be detained during school hours by the teacher thereof; and written
notice of such arrest or detention shall be forthwith sent to the parent or
guardian of «ueh child by the officer by whom the arrest is made, and
every child who shall have been three times thus arrested, shall be proceeded against by complaint as an habitual truant.
SEC. 3. Every child in the city of Augusta, between the ages of six and
seventeen years, who shall not attend school, and not be engaged in any
regular and lawful occupation, and growing up in ignorance, or shall become an habitual truant, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding twenty
dollars, to be recovered to the use of the city, on complaint before the
Municipal Court, in said city, or by being placed for such period of time
as the judge of said court may deem expedient, in an institution of instruction, house of reformation, or other suitable situation provided for the
purpose, under the authority conferred by sections twenty-one and twentythree of chapter eleven of the Revised Statutes.
SEC. 4. The house on the City Farm of said city shall be the House of
Reformation for the confinement of t r u a n t s ; and the Superintendent of
said City Farm shall receive such children as may be sent to said House
of Reformation, and shall keep them diligently employed during the term
for which they may be sent there.
[Jty>roved by Judge Danfnrth, Sept. 6, 1SS6.]

WILLIAMS SCHOOL DISTRICT.

To the Citizens of the Williams School

District:

The close of another school year, the ninth, since the organization of the District, calls for the Directors' annual report, which is
herewith respectfully submitted, together with the detailed statment of Charles N. Hamlen, Treasurer and Collector, showing the
disbursements for the year and the financial standing of the District, as it existed on the 10th day of April, 18'Jl. The statement
of Mr. Hamlen is as follows :
To the Honorable Board of Directors of the Williams School District\
of the City of Augusta :
: I have the honor to submit the following statement
of the financial condition of the Williams School District for the
school year ending April 1, 1891 :
GENTLEMEN

DR.

Balance including uncollected taxes, March
8th, 1890
$1,530 33
Apportionment for the year 1890
1,950 40
Assessment
"
"
1,5*8 90
S5,075 69
'•*/•

1890

CK.

Mch. 28 Lottie M. Farrington, teacher
"
Addie H . Dana,
" ....
»
Stella Barton,
"
"
Weston Lewis,
"
J . H. Chandler, labor
" 31 Gussie T. Libby, teacher
Alice M. Whitney,
"
V. L. Whitcomb, labor

$*« 00
!»6 00
108 00
206 67
1 00
96 00
!»r, (HI
12 00
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April 1 D. A. Cony & Co., supplies
"
Bertha Smart, labor
"
Ralph Small,
"
"
4 G. A. Crosby, janitor
" 21 Ernest Smart, labor
June 11 W . H . Libby, census
" 23 Melville Wright, labor
' ' 24 J. H . Wall, Assessor's salary
" 26 Addie H . Dana, teacher
" 27 Alice M. Whitney, "
"
Lottie M. Farrington, t e a c h e r . . . .
"
Virgil L. Whitcomb, labor
kt
"
Minnie Small,
"
Weston Lewis, teacher
k
' 28 Stella Barton,
»
kt
"
Gussie Libby,
July 15 G. A. Crosby, janitor
" 31 E. Stone & Co., coal
Aug 8 R. B. Capen, examining Collector's
account
" 18 G. A. Spaulding, painting
"
S. S. Brooks & Co., supplies
"
J . F . Pierce, books
" 25 Macomber, Farr & Co., insurance
"
Augusta Water Co
Sept. 24 Wyman, Webber & Gage
Oct.
1 S. S. Brooks & Co., supplies
"
W . H . Libby, J r . , labor
"
F . H . Getchell, painting
"
7 D. A. Cony & Co., supplies
Nov. 13 Badger & Manley, printing
" 20 J . F . Pierce, books
Dec. 12 Weston Lewis, teacher
"
"
glass
"
Ralph Small, labor
"
Bertha Small, "
"
Lottie Farrington, teacher
"
Gussie T . Libby,
"
"•
Effie Savage,
"
"
Alice M. Whitney,
"

$128
3
5
36
2
15
3
30
88
88
88
11
8
244
99
88
33
60

79
00
00
00
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
00
00
43
00
00
00
56

5
41
21
25
10
25
4
71
30
24
27
20
129
288
1
5
3
104
104
104
104

00
04
68
36
00
00
69
61
37
75
01
00
77
&7
20
00
00
00
00
00
00
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Dec.
Jan.
"
Feb.
Mch.

15 Carrie C. Hoyt, teacher
2 G. A. Crosby, janitor
29 Augusta Water Co
25 J. F. Pierce
7 Miss Ann Williams, interest on
note
"
F. J. Chase, labor
" 23 D. A. Cony & Co., fuel
k
' 26
"•
"
"
" 27 Weston Lewis, teacher
Ralph Small, labor
"
Bertha Small, "
" 2H GussieT. Libby, teacher
"
Effie Savage,
"
"
Stella Barton,
"
"
Lottie Farrington;
" v
"
F.J.Chase
."
"
C. N. Hamlen, collecting, March 8,
1890, and April 1, 1891
k
'
Alice M. Whitney, teacher
"
H. A. Rand, cleaning privy
"
H. McMaster, labor

Balance including uncollected taxes

$117
39
25
17

00
00
00
63

125
13
12
146
266
5
3
96
96
108
96
12

00
00
00
55
67
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

17
96
3
9

94
00
25
00
$4,249 09
826 60
$5,075 69

Respectfully submitted,
C. N. HAMLEN, Treasurer and Collector,
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The report of the Treasurer shows the expenditures to
have been
$4,249 09
Estimated outstanding bills
100 00
$4,349 09
Leaving balance unexpended, including uncollected
taxes
•

$726 60

Estimate for the fiscal year ending March, 1892, for
support of schools, wages of teachers, ordinary repairs,
school supplies, fuel, janitor, &c
Assessment of taxes,
Collecting taxes
Taking census
Abatements
Bills outstanding
Note falling due Sept. 1, 1891
Interest on loan

3,300
30
30
15
100
100
500
250

Total

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

84,325 00

This may be provided for as follows, to wit:
Balance from last year
Apportionment estimate
Assessment
Total

$826 60
2,200 00
1,298 40
$4,325 00

SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS.

There have been but few changes in the board of teachers the
past year. Mr. Lewis is still on deck in the Grammar School—
the position he has so acceptedly filled the past seven years. He
has been ably and faithfully assisted by Miss Lottie M. Farrington,
and if we do not often hear words of praise and approval, we never
hear words of complaint, of the schools or teachers.
At the close of the spring term, Miss Dana who had occupied
the position of principal in the Primary department in the Middle
street school for a number of years, tendered her resignation. Her
place was filled by the advancement of Miss Libby, and Miss Effie
Savage was elected to the position made vacant by Miss Libby.

WILLIAMS SCHOOL DISTRICT.
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At the beginning of the fall term Miss Barton was unable to resume her old place in the school, on account of poor health, Miss
Carrie A. Hoyt was temporarily engaged to take her place. Miss
Hoyt taught the fall term, giving very good satisfaction, and establishing a reputation as a good disciplinarian in the school room.
We commend her as a teacher, and with more experience she would
attain a high rank. At the beginning of the winter term Miss
Barton had regained her health, and resumed her former position
in the school.
Miss Whitney, at the Pettingill's Corner school, has continued
through the year with her usual success.
In reviewing the work of the year just closed, the Directors
think good results have been obtained, and the teachers are to be
commended for the faithful manner they have each performed their
duties.
While there has been an unusual amount of sickness in the city
the past winter, the attendance in the schools of the District has
kept up to the average of former years. The accompanying report
of Mr. Lewis, the Principal of the Grammar School, is referred to
for a statistical statement of the schools, and other information
and suggestions contained therein, which we commend to the consideration of the citizens of the District.

SCHOOL HOUSES AND

REPAIRS.

The Middle Street School House and the school house at Pettengill's Corner, have both been thoroughly painted, adding much to
their appearance, as well as protecting them from decay. This is
about all that has been done the past year in the matter of repairs,
and little remains to be done the coming year.
In pursuance of the vote of the District last spring, the committee, consisting of the Board of Directors and Messrs. F . L.
Farrington and W. B. Leighton, proceeded to locate and purchase
a suitable lot for the new Grammar School building. After examining all the available lots in the District, they decided that the
best location was on "Wedge Hill," east side of Bangor street.
They thereupon purchased the same. They procured plans for the
school building of Mr. Lewis, architect, of Gardiner. At that time
the committee thought they might push t'he work on to completion,
and have the building ready for occupancy for the winter term of
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1890. They soon found that this was not possible with securing
the best results, and, therefore, they abandoned the idea of completing the building, as was originally contemplated, believing that
time was an important factor in securing the best work and material
in the construction of the building, and deciding on the best systems
of heating and ventilating the same. Contracts were made with
parties for excavating the cellar, and for the foundation walls, and
work was begun by them last fall and will be resumed this spring
as soon as the weather will permit. The committee have advertised
for proposals for the superstructure, and bids have already been received. Contracts will be made with some of the responsible
parties, making the lowest bid, for the construction of the buildings
and the work will be pushed forward the coming summer, so that
the building will be ready for occupancy at the beginning of thewinter term. The committee hope to be able to keep within the
appropriation, and secure for the District a school building that will
supply the needs of the District to-day, as well as the next thirty
or forty years to come.
WM. H. LIBBY,
) Directors
J. H. MANLEY,
|
of
D. A. CONY,
y Williams
W. H. WILLIAMS,
School
A. M. WIGHT,
J District.

REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

To the Directors of Williams District :
: I herewith submit to you my annual report of
Williams Grammar School. The school 3'ear. of thirty-six weeks,
opened April 14, 18'JO, and closed March 27, 1891. Eighty-oue
different scholars have attended school during the year. Seven
were graduated last June.
Miss Farrington, the assistant, has had charge of one room
throughout the year, while last year death called from us two
teachers. We think the school has been fortunate, so far as sickness on the teachers' part enters into the welfare of the school,
during the year. At the opening of last spring term there was a
diphtheria scare that interfered with the attendance for a short
time.
The fall term had a full attendance, and the progress made
throughout the term exceeded by far the progress made in any one
term since my connection with the school. Owing to the severe
winter and condition of the school-rooms, we have had much difficulty
in keeping the temperature of the rooms right, so that the health of
the children would not be endangered, during the term just closed.
The school is well supplied with books and charts. A change
should be made in the geography at the opening of the fall term, as
the census of the last decade will then be published, and should be
substituted in place of the imperfect record used now in all of the
schools. We are pleased to report that all of the schools in the
district are doing good work. The teachers are interested and
anxious in the welfare of the children. A good degree of progress
has been made in every department.
I t is hoped that the new Grammar School building may be completed before the winter term of next year. We are glad to see the
GENTLEMEN
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interest taken in the right direction. The standard of the Grammar
School cannot be raised to a level with other schools of the same
rank in our State, until we get a modern school building with conveniences of which we are now deprived. The advancement has
long been held in check, and we hope to see new energy aroused in
the future.
In every other branch of activity, in religion, in politics, in
society, we are all divided into sects, and parties, and clubs. But
in the public schools, citizens of all sects and all parties, of all
social sympathies and associations, meet on a common ground, with
a common interest, and a common purpose. "We do not suppose
that education can take the place of personal honesty or national
love of liberty, but we believe it to be the means of ennobling personal character and strengthening public virtue. Knowledge is a
two-edged sword, with which the children may either slay themselves, or carve their way to the highest human service. The
dignity, the influence, the power of the teacher's office, therefore,
are incalculable.
Respectfully submitted,
WESTON LEWIS.

STATISTICAL

TABLE.

First term i if 11 WCCks. Second UTIII of l.'S weeks, Tlilnl term of 12 w i c k s .
Sept. 10, to Dec. 12.
April 11, tu J u n e 27.
J a n . 5, to Mar. 27, '91.
SCHOOLS.

TEACHERS..
«

Whole Average Whole Average Whole Average
Number. Number. Number . Number. Number. Number.

Weston Lewis, Prin.
Miss L. M. Farrington, Asst.

65

60

70

G6

68

62

WILL

Intermediate School,
Middle Street,

Miss Hoyt, Principal, 2d term..
Miss Stella Barton, Prin.,
1st and 3d T.
Miss Effie Savage, Ass't.

13

35

48

38

51

38

I

58

75

53

Primary School,
Middle Street,

Mixed School,
Pettengill's Corner,

S SCHO

Grammar School,
School Street,

1

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

A. H. Dana, Prin., 1st T .
G. T . Libby, Ass't, -k
G. T. Libby, Prin., 2d &3d
Effie Savage, Ass't,
"

103

70

U0

o
r

*

•

56

42

54

39

48

35

4-

